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Barlow sets four-lane projects
By STACEY CROOK
Statt Writer
Roads have been an on-again,
off-again issue for First District
Congressman Tom Barlow.
Nov. he is pushing for fourlane bridges across Kentucky
Lake and Lake Barkley, as well
as extending the four-lane traffic on U.S. 641 south to
Tennessee.
"I'm asking for transportation
officials to include this in their
plans," Barlow said.
Barlow wants the House Subcommittee on Surface TransporLawn to give high priority to
both projects by including them
in the National Highway
System.
This system is different from
the National Interstate System,
in which 1-69 and 1-66 are

incorporated into the planned
state four lane.
However, state highway district engineer John Puryear said
Tuesday morning that he is not
aware of any attempts by Barlow to get federal funding for
the bridges.
He said federal highway
funds are available for bridges
but "that is already built into
our six-year plan." Puryear has
not been contacted about additional federal money or involvement in the bridge project.

listed.
"It's much more flexible and
because of that, the money
comes faster," he said.
The highway system operates
on a different funding tract.
"The state has to do some
preliminary work now for Congress," he said, adding that
most of the information needed
has been submitted.
Kentucky has plans to build a
four-lane highway across southern Kentucky, which is scheduled to connect Bowling Green
and Mayfield via Cadiz.
In that plan, the U.S. 68-Ky.
KO bridges will be widened to a
four lane. Barlow said if his
plans are authorized and then
funded, the federal government
will pick up the tab for the
bridges, which would still be

The cost of building two new
bridges across the lakes is estimated at S150 million, Barlow
said. An additional. S50 million
to S75 million will be needed to
widen U.S. 641.
"A four-lane highway to Ten-

nessee is a long-time coming,"
Barlow said, adding that with
the help of Tennessee legislators, the road could continue
southward and eventually hook
on to Interstate 40, which connects Nashville and Memphis.
"We're going to be in good
shape to get authorization this
year," he said.
However, authorization is
only the first step in the
process.
The House Appropriations
Committee will be responsible
for the real money.
Barlow is not sure when the
package will get to the committee. However, he thinks the
• See Page 2
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Rep. Tom Barlow (right) and Dr. Thomas Gray, chairman of Murray State University's department of graphic arts technology, examine
a computer program during Barlow's visit on Monday.
U.S

White House hits impact of balanced budget amendment
By ALAN FRAM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Supporters said today a balanced
budget constitutional amendment
would end the "governmental
abuse" of sky-high deficits, but
opponents said it would do
nothing but give cover to
politicians.
"No one should differ with the
philosophy of pay-as-you-go government and no one can study the
past 25 years of successive deli-

cits without recognizing that
there has been governmental
abuse that must be halted," said
Sen. Paul Simon, D-III., chief
sponsor of the amendment.
One floor below in the same
Senate office building. Sen.
Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., the
amendment's most vociferous
opponent, heard a string of Clinton administration witnesses critical of the plan.
"We cannot merely wish away
deficits through incantations,"

Drifter
admits to
five murders
By RON WORD
Associated Press Writer
GAINESVILLE, Fla. (AP) —
A Louisiana drifter pleaded guilty
today to the murders of five college students in 1990, bringing a
surprise ending to the ease just as
his trial was about to start.
"There are some things you
just can't run from, this being
one of those," Danny Harold
Rolling told Circuit Judge Stan
R. Morris. Morris accepted the
pleas and found him guilty.
Rolling, 39, was about to go on
trial in the slayings of five young
people, all students at the University of Florida or nearby Santa Fe
Community College, in their
campus-area apartments. Three of
the five victims were mutilated.
He already is serving three life
terms for a string of burglaries
and robberies.
Rolling's plea covered 11
counts — five first-degree murders, three sexual batteries and
three armed burglaries.
He could face execution in
Florida's electric chair. The judge
said he would empanel a jury
beginning Wednesday to recommend death or life in prison without parole for at least 25 years.
Under Florida law, the judge has
the final say.
As relatives of some victims
wept, prosecutor Rod Smith read
a chilling account of each of the
five murders, telling how Rolling
entered the homes, raped three of
the four women victims, turned
them over on their stomachs and
stabbed them to 'death.
The only male victim, Manuel
Tahoada, was stabbed as he slept,
• See Page 2

said Byrd. "They cannot be
willed away any more than we
can will away poverty, or crime
or pollution."
White House budget director
Leon Panetta told Byrd the
amendment would not reduce the
deficit but would leave the difficult choices of spending cuts and
tax increases for later.
"It would instead degrade the
Constitution and the political process and shake the public trust in
government," Panetta said. "And
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lacks the political will to balance
the federal budget," said former
Sen. Paul Tsongas, D-Mass., a
leaders of the Concord Coalition,
a grassroots group working for
deficit reduction.
But Clinton administration
officials arc warning that a
balanced budget amendment
could batter taxpayers, trim
Social Security benefits and slash
state anti-crime aid and other federal programs.
Panetta, appearing on ABC this

morning, acknowledged there
was public support for a balanced
budget amendment but said that
was "because it's a simple idea.
... The problem is, passing a constitutional amendment to balance
the budget doesn't balance the
budget."
"We don't need to change the
Constitution. We just need strong
leadership, people who are willing to make the right decisions,"
he said.
III See Page 2

Power could be out for days
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it would provide shelter to those
who seek to avoid making tough
budget decisions, allowing them
to pretend they had balanced the
budget when in fact they had
done nothing."
Byrd was set to hear from four
Cabinet members today and other
aotnesses in hearings stretching
through Friday. Simon's hearings
were running through Thursday.
"We are all here because of
one simple truth — the leadership
of our country in both parties
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By ALLEN G. BREED
Associated Press Writer
L.R. "Tutor" Richardson's
milk -bloated cows got some
relief through a National Guard
generator, but thousands of rural
Kentuckians who lost power during last week's ice storm could
be in the dark until week's end.
As many as 34,000 customers
at rural electric cooperatives
across thcatate WCFC Still without
power Moriat y, according to Don
Armstrong, spokesman for the
state Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services. But he said
that number was slashed to
around 16,000 todas

He said most of them were in
er was restored later Saturday.
the central and eastern portions
"Tell the truth, it hurt me
of Kentucky near the Tennessee
worse than the power being out
and Virginia borders.
listening to the cows out there
bawling and knowing we couldn't
Richardson, a Tompkinsville
help them," Richardson said.
dairy farmer, was singing the
Guard's praises Monday. His 30 "They were full (of milk) and
cows went nearly three days hurting and we couldn't feed
without milking, and 10 deve- them because it would make them
loped udder infections.
produce more Milk. It was hard
"The Guard was out here to to hear them."
milk our cows for us," he said
Armstrong said efforts to
jokingly.
Troops did not actually milk restore • power were hampered by
the cows themselves, but utility poles that had been
Richardson said their generator snapped during the ice storm.
helped prevent further damage to
his stock before commercial pow- • See Page 2
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North Douglass group
meets with residents
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

at the Willis Center.
Residents expressed concerns
about the quality of work on
houses scheduled for rehabilitation because a rehab attempt in
the early '80s left many homeowners with poor quality
renovations.
Tempers also flared during
the December meeting when
discussing the demolition of
homes and rezoning of properties on North L.P. Miller Street.
Following that meeting, a
mayor-appointed committee,

A citizens group from the
North Douglass community met
for the first time with city officials to continue discussions on
the $750,000 rehabilitation project scheduled to begin soon in
the area.
The state-funded project.
which primarily deals with
homes on L.P. Miller and
Spruce Streets, was last discussed publicly in December
when city planner Don Elias
and project administrator John
Talbert met with angry citizens •See Page 2

MEETINGS
• U.S. Rep. Tom Barlow will host a
health care citizens meeting at 7 pm
Tuesday at Murray State University's
Corns Center
II Murray Planning Commission will
meet Tuesday at 7 pm in the council
chambers at city hall
• Calloway County High School
Site-based Council wtil meet Wednesday at 4 pm at the school

SPORTS
II Lawrence Elussell hit one tree throw
with six seconds remaining Monday night
to give Murray State an 89-86 win over
Tennessee Tech

Page 6

Murray State University will
host an.accrediting team from the
Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools (SACS) through
Thursday as part of the University's reaffirmation process.
"The on-campus visit is a standard part of the reaffirmation
process, during which the visitors
get a first-hand look at the degree
to which the insitution lives up to
the standards for accreditation
delineated by SACS," said Dr.
Anita Lawson, assistant to the
president for institutional planning and director of the MSU
SACS Self-Study.

Chairing the visiting commit- sists of 16 faculty members and
tee is Dr. Thomas Armstrong, administrators, each from a diffeprovost of Francis Marion Uni- rent college or university in the
versity in South Carolina.
SACS region, which stretches
Armstrong made a preliminary from Virginia to Texas.
visit to Murray State last summer
No committee member may be
to make arrangements, confirm from another institution in Kenthe progress of the self-study and tucky or from a nearby institution
acquaint himself with the Murray directly competing for students
State campus.
with Murray State, Lawson said.
"Visiting committee members
"The makeup of the visiting
are chosen for their knowledge committee confirms the SACS
and experience in the several philosophy of self-regulation,"
areas of institutional workings she said. "The persons who will
covered by the SACS criteria," he evaluating Murray State are
Lawson said.
The visiting committee con- • See Page 2

Need Line helps 285 families
By JO BURKEEN
Staff Writer
"The needs continue in great
number," said Kathie Gentry,
executive director of Need Line
at a board meeting on Monday.
During the month of January a
total of S6,536.09 was spent to

MEETINGS
II Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments will meet Wednesday at 5 15 pm
ri the council chambers of CO Hall
• Calloway County Middle School
Site-based Council will meet Wednes
day at 515 pm at the school
IS Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board will meet Thursday at 5 30 p rr in
the hospital board room

kip 285 families, Gentry said.
Of this total, S4,530.57 was for
utilities, $25,08 for transportation. S27.83 of off-site lodging,
5788.57 for medical, $916 for
rent, and $247.45 for food.
Richard Hoffman, chairman,
presided with reports given by

Kathie Fleming, recording secretary, and Carolyn Carroll, treasurer. The Rev. David Montgomery
led the invocation.
Donna Jackson for the South
Pleasant Grove Homemakers

•See

Page 2
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weeks The trial was expected to
an additional two to three
months after jury selection
Prosecutors said blood and
semen found at the cnme scenes
matched Rolling's own genetic
blueprint. They had planned to
call some 100 witnesses.

II Murders...
I.
•

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 15. 1994

last

FROM PAGE 1
said Smith
The pleas came just as the
outt was preparing to pick a
lur!,, a process expected to take

Police didn't connect Rolling
to the killings until four months
afterward. The initial suspect was
Edward Lewis Humphrey, an
18-year-old college freshman
who suffered from manic
depression. a mental disorder that
caused him to get into violent
confrontations.

•Budget...

•Need Line...
FROM PAGE 1
Club presented a donation of S50
to Need Line.
It was announced that the
annual Murray-Calloway County
Need Line Council meeting will
he Monday. March 21. at 7 p.m.
at W'eaks Community Center. All
organizations, churches, clubs,
and individuals who have helped

Need Line during the year are
invited to send representatives to
the council meeting.
A meeting of the Need Line
board will follow the council session. Hoffman said. The regular
second Monday board meeting
will not be held in March.
Hoffman also noted that this
was the 20th anniversary of Need

Line in Murray and Calloway
County. It was started here in
1974 with Euple Ward as
director.
Plans for the upcoming Golf
Charity Tournament at Kenlake
State
Resort Park were
announced. More details will be
announced later. Need Line is an
agency of the United Way.

•Power...
FROM PAGE 1
"We've had reports of 150
broken utility poles, and now
that's serious business." Armstrong said. "They don't make
those utility poles to break like
that."
The Jackson County RECC,
which had 100 downed poles,
received a large shipment of new
poles Sunday night, said maintenance superintendent Tobin Bingham. "We were afraid we'd run
out," Bingham said.

The Jackson County, Hopkinsvale and Somerset systems were
reporting 5,000 customers each
still without power, Armstrong
said. Sue Barbour, a spokeswoman at Farmers Rural Electric.
said 6,000 buildings were without
power in Barren, Metcalfe, Hart,
Edmonson and Adair counties,
more than half of them in Barren.
Officials in Hart and Jackson
counties reported it would be four
or five days before all of their
customers are back on line,
Armstrong said.

IN Barlow...
FROM PAGE 1
money will be easier to get
Clinton
the
under
Administration.
"President Clinton has given
a firm sign that he is going to
fund road-building projects,"
Barlow said. "The administration is firmly getting involved."
If the money is appropriated.
Barlow estimates construction

on bridges could begin in five
years. It could take more than
three years to complete the
project.
"We're trying to get this
going now," he said. "The state
was looking to pay for the
whole thing, but if we can get
money from the Federal Highway Trust Fund, we will."
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About 500 National Guard
members — riding in 195 vehicles and toting 59 generators —
returned to stricken areas with
chain saws Monday to help
restore electricity. The guardsmen cut fallen trees, set utility
poles and took generators to nursing homes and other businesses.
Laura Stevens, who lives in a
mobile home outside Somerset,
said three freezers full of venison, beef roasts and a year's
worth of vegetables from her garden were ruined because of a
power outage. Her husband, Doyle, has been drawing water from
the cistern because the electric
well pump was useless.

said the study was flawed. Simon
said it ignored the beneficial
impact the amendment would
have on the economy and unrea!ducally assumed that lawmakers
would slash popular programs
like Social Security.
Senate floor debate on the
amendment is scheduled for later
this month, and a vote is considered too close to call. Like all
constitutional amendments, the
balanced budget proposal would
require two-thirds MapfillCS in
the Senate and House before it
could be sent to the states for
ratification. Three-fourths of the
states would have to approve it

before it would take effect.
Should the Senate approve the
measure, House passage would
be expected. The proposal would
require a balanced budget but
leave decisions on how to do it
for later.
Simon and his mostly conservative supporters say the amendment would increase the pressure
on lawmakers to enact the politically difficult savings

members are familiar with the
kinds of issues we deal with,
because they have to deal with
similar real-world problems on
their own campuses."
Visiting committee members
will spend four days in Murray
meeting with University faculty,
administrators, students and staff.
"Before leaving Murray, the
committee will write a report
evaluating Murray State's
strengths and weaknesses according to SACS standards, using the
Murray State self-study document
as the foundation for its report.

A comprehensive self-study is
required every 10 years by SACS
for renewal of accreditation.
The two-year self-study
Involved all academic and nonacademic units. Murray State last
completed a self-study for reaffirmation in 1983.
During the current self-study,
units and committees looked back
at the 10-year period since that
document was completed, with
particular attention to the period
of five years ending in July 1992.
Murray State was originally
accredited by SACS in 1928 and
has maintained full accreditation
since that time.
Serving on the steering committee for the MSU self-study
were: Dr. Coy Harmon. dean of
the University libraries; Dr. Charles Hulick, associate professor of

education; Dr. Fred Miller, associate professor of marketing; Dr.
Neil Weber, chairman and professor of geosciences; Heather Clauson. Murray State student; Dr
John Dressler, associate professor
of music; Dr. Bill Lalicker, assistant professor of English and editor of the self-study; Linda Miller, systems analyst, University
Relations and Administrative Services; Dr. Vi Miller, dean of the
Center for Continuing Education
and Academic Outreach; Dr. Don
Robertson, associate vice president for student affairs; Ed West,
director of facilities management:
Gene Ruby, employment specialist with Human Resources and
Staff Congress representative;
Marian Posey, director of the
Faculty Resource Center; and
Lawson.

either Kenlake Foods or Briggs
and Stratton.
Elias said as a planner he could
recommend that those structures
remain occupied because of their
proximity to industry.
However, industry and other
businesses circle the entire
neighborhood.
On the south side, several
homes on Spruce Street are
backed by Kenlake Foods. A
chain-link fence separates the
properties. Main Street businesses serve as another southern border to part of the neighborhood.
A grain elevator is located at
the east end of Spruce Street. To
the north, Ryan Milk is just
across Chestnut Street. Heading
west, several small businesses are
lined up on North Fourth Street
separating two residential areas.
Laverda Johnson, who attended
the meeting on behalf of relatives, said she would like to see
some of the grant money used to
rebuild homes rather than tearing
so many down.
Nine structures are planned to
be demolished.
Eugene Reed, a North Douglass resident and president of
the local NAACP, said many
residents are concerned about the
removal of structures and plans to
rezone many lots on L.P. Miller
Street to commercial.
"That is totally unacceptable,"
he said.

"Whatever we can do to keep
this from happening, we plan to
do."
Elias continued to argue that
the property directly across from
an industrial site is not a proper
place for residential development.
In addition, none of the homeowners who are affected by the
North Douglass Redevelopment
Project were present.
Reed said it was his responsibility to contact local residents
about the meeting.
"I contacted the ones I thought
should come," he said.
Following the discussion, Reed
said he did not know Monday
night's gathering would be a
public meeting.
As residents continue to
express their concerns, the work
on Miller is at a standstill. Elias
said he is waiting to get more
input from those who live on the
street.
At least one person who owns
property on Miller Street has
agreed to have the home demolished, but wishes to retain ownership. The owner lives out-ofstate.
Meanwhile, applications for
rehabilitation work on 25 homes
are still being accepted. Elias
expects the construction and
renovation to begin soon.
Even if the structures on Miller
are demolished. Elias said the
current owner can retain the title.

FROM

PAGE 1

On the eve of the hearings,
White House and Treasury officials released a study illustrating
what they said the amendment's
impact might be. The analysis
said the average American could
face an annual federal income tax
increase of 5728 and see bag
reductions in scores of other
programs.
The administration hoped such
sobering statistics would turn
congressional and public opinion
against the amendment.
Supporters of the amendment

But administration officials
hope their study will pressure
Simon and his allies to spell out
what steps they would take to
balance the budget.

SACS...
FROM PAGE 1
not a group of bureaucrats quoting rulebooks.
"Rather, they are faculty and
staff from schools like our own,"
Lawson said. "Visiting committee

•Douglass...
FROM PAGE 1
which serves as a liason between
the city and North Douglass residents, was created.
The three-man committee,
Mayor Bill Cherry and Elias met
with eight residents Monday
night to work out concerns dealing with the project.
Elias again explained the goal
of the project, which is designed
to enhance the residential area
and clear structures which are in
areas deemed "unacceptable for
residential use."
Those houses are primarily
located from the corner of Olive
and Miller streets south. Almost
every home on Miller Street faces
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The city, in accordance to its
long-term plan, wants to rezone
the property to commercial.
"I don't think the city wants to
get into the land business," said
councilman Dr. Charles Homra,
who is a member of the
committee.
"The problem is we feel like
the property is being taken
away," Reed said. "That is a lot
of what we call the
neighborhood."
Reed said he thinks the project
came through the backdoor.
He claims the city gave his
church, L.P. Miller Church of
Christ, the "run around." Reed
said the church, which is scheduled for demolition, should not
be removed.
Reed said when he approached
Mayor Bill Cherry about excluding the church, Cherry asked him
to get a letter stating the church's
position.
"Eugene came to see me and I
told him I needed a letter from
the church. I got a personal letter
from him," Cherry explained. "I
asked him to go back to the
church and get all the
signatures."
Reed said he does not see why
other signatures arc needed
because he serves as the church
secretary.
Homra asked if there were any
official minutes of the meeting in
which the church decided to send
the city a letter.
"No, we didn't keep minutes
for that particular meeting," Reed
said.
No other church member was
present.
Cherry and Elias both said the
city would not demolish the
church if the congregation was
against it. They also agreed to put
that promise in writing.
After the meeting, Homra said
he thinks issues are being cleared
Up.
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Most mortgage companies tell you when your loan should
close, but it doesn't always happen. Even fewer compensate
you for delays.

nimpausE

At Republic Bank, we give you the option of a 30-day
mortgage loan closing guarantee. In the unlikely
event we can't close in 30 days, we'll pay your closing costs.
So if you need a definite closing date, call Republic and ask
about our guarantee,
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Councilman Danny Hudspeth
is the chairman of the advisory
council. Bill Wells is also a
member.
The groups will meet on an asneeded basis.
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noon Thursday, March 3 All Saturday Seminars are
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awarded to healthcare professionals who attend
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Upcoming 1994 Salinky tudaffes
Apr 16 Contraception
Dr Stephen K Hall. OB/GYN
Apr. 30 Let's Talk About Your Medications
Mike Piplun. Pharmacist
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TOKYO(AP) — The possibility of a U.S.-Japan trade war
jolted the yen to near-record
levels against the dollar today.
bringing back to life the specter
of "endaka" or "high yen."
Prices on the Tokyo Stock
Exchange tumbled for the second
day in a row as inscstors worried
that the high yen would batter
exporting firms and hurt chances
for a Japanese economic
recovery.
The dollar finished at 102.02
yen, down 3.67 yen from its finish at 105.69 yen in Tokyo Monday and below Its overnight finish in New York at 102.65 yen.
Japanese financial markets were
closed Friday for a national
holiday.
That left thc dollar barely
above its record low close in
Tokyo of 101.25 yen set last
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August and more than 10 yen
below its level on Jan. 24.
Players are speculating that the
Clinton administration wants a
higher yen after trade talks
between President Clinton and
Prime Minister Morihiro Hosokawa in Washington collapsed last
week.
Market players interpreted as
tacit U.S approval for a higher
yen a comment Monday by Laura
Tyson. chairwoman of the U.S.
Council of Economic Advisers,
that the dollar's drop shouldn't
have a significant impact on U.S.
price levels.
"(American) political intentions are having a strong
impact," said Shozo Motomura.
J dealer at Sakura Bank
In effect, observers said, a high
yen acts as another form of economic sanctions on Japan in addi-

lion to the steps Clinton is
already planning. Washington
decided Monday to authorize
sanctions against Japan on cellular phones.
A higher yen would theoretically help reduce the $60 billion
U.S.-Japan trade imbalance —
the biggest issue between the two
sides — by making Japanese
exports to the United States more
expensive and Americrtn exports
to Japan cheaper.
After shooting up in early trading, the yen stabilized at mid-day
thanks to "aggressive, repeated
dollar-buying" by Japan's central
bank, said Ayako Hashimoto, a
dealer with Dai-ichi Kangyo
Bank.
The central bank withholds
comment on its monetary actions.
But in the final hour the yen
resumed its climb as dealers spe-

culated that (LS. monetary
authorities would not join the
Bank of Japan in intervening.
"So long as the United States
doesn't do anything, all we can
do is sell the dollar. I thank IL
could be going for a new low,"
said Mowir.ura.
The yen's rise sent shivers
through the stock market for the
second straight day. A higher yen
hurts exporters by digging into
overseas earnings they convert
into yen.
The 225-issue Nikkei Stock
Average lost 484.65 points, or
2.49 percent, to end at 18,974.60.
On Monday, the index plunged
531.45 points, or 2.66 percent,
closing at 19,459.25.
Kazuaki Harada, the head of
Sanwa Research Institute, estimated that if the dollar continues
to be traded at around 1(X) yen,

compared with I() yen JUNI a ICIA
days ago, Japan's already feeble
economic growth would slow by
0.7 percentage points in the next
year.
Hideyuki Okoshi, an analyst at
Yamaichi Securities, said whether
the Nikkei falls further depends
on the yen.
"The the dollar settles down at
around 105 yen. as I expect it
will, then I think it's difficult to
conceive that stocks will be sold
off further," he said.
Okoshi noted that in. fundamental trTlitS the yen is unlikely
to rise further because the .S.
economy is far stronger than
Japan's and U.S. interest rates are
beginning to rise.
The Tokyo Stock Price Index
of all issues listed on the first
section shed 26.64 points, or 1.68
percent, to finish at 1,555.34.

Liberty City Council sues mayor, clerk
LIBERTY, Ky. (AP) — The
Liberty City Council voted 5-0 to
sue Mayor Freddie Goode, whose
firings of city employees and
other actions have kept him at
odds with the council.
Nine Kentucky State Police
troopers watched Monday night's
meeting, but Goode and his wife,
Sheila Goode, who is a council
member, were not present.
The council voted to authorize
attorney Jerry Foster to sue
Goode and City Clerk Sharleen
Rodgers to force them to turn
over records about the city's
finances.
The court action dates to a
council meeting a week ago when
council members requested documents detailing city finances,
information about the city water
district, and parking and zoning
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But the general action — the
buzz among the almost 200 people who filled the courtroom and
the fact state troopers had been
called in to keep the peace —
dates to Goodc's first few weeks
in office.
In his first day as mayor, he
fired the city administrator, a
sewer system employee, an office
clerk, a police officer and the
city's planning and zoning board.
In the weeks that followed,
tensions mounted between Goode
and council members. And at last
week's meeting, he fired all the
council members except his wife.
On Monday night, council
members started their meeting at
city hall. Goode was in the county courthouse. By the time the
council members got to the court-

house, Goode and his wife were
not there for the meeting.
But the council went ahead.
consulting with Foster about their
authority and adopting some new
orders, including that the city
clerk attend all meetings and that
city vehicles not be driven outside the city.
Then they went on to ask for
the mayor's report about the
budget, water department and
parking and zoning.
"Is the mayor with us now?"
asked council member Clark Durham, who served as mayor pro
WM.

When there was no reply, the
council went ahead and requested
each report, which was met with
silence. At the end of the agenda,
Foster asked what they planned

Pennsylvania abortion law goes
into effect after long court battle
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PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
After a five-year court battle, the
Pennsylvania law that requires
women to wait 24 hours before
having an abortion is going into
effect.
U.S. District Judge Daniel H.
Huyett III on Monday lifted an
injunction against the law,
responding to an order from the
3rd U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals.
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The waiting period goes into
effect today, said Robert Gentz.el,
spokesman for state Attorney
General Ernie Preate Jr.
The law also requires women
under 18 to get permission from a
parent or judge and all women to
learn about fetal development and
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alternatives to abortion before
undergoing the procedure.
However, Gentzel said it
would be a "matter of days"
before all provisions of the law
are enacted,
Abortion providers argued that
the law posed an unfair burden to
women, particularly those who
must travel some distance to get
an abortion. Fifty-nine of the
state's 67 counties do not have
abortion providers,
Jacquelynn Brinkley, a spokeswoman for Planned Parenthood
of Southeastern Pennsylvania, a
plaintiff in the case, declined
comment Monday night, saying
she hadn't seen Huyett's order,
The law in its current form was
passed in 1989 and challenged

almost immediately by abortion
rights advocates, keeping it from
taking effect.
The 3rd U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals rejected a final appeal
last month, ruling that the law
must go into effect before it can
be challenged as an undue
burden.
Last week, U.S. Supreme Court
Justice David Souter rejected
abortion providers' request for a
stay until the high coun could
hear the case.
The Supreme Court set the
undue burden standard in 1992
when it upheld most of the law's
provisions and affirmed that the
Constitution protects the right to
abortion.

'Tailhook' admiral retires early
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Adm.
Frank B. Kelso II, the Navy's top
uniformed officer who has been
battered by the Tailhook scandal,
will retire two months earlier
than planned, Pentagon officials
said today.
"He is expected to announce
that he will resign,in April," said
one of the Pentagon officials,
who spoke on condition of
anonymity.
Kelso planned to announce his
retirement following a statement
of support from top Pentagon
leaders, one of the officials said.
The move comes as the fourstar admiral opened a public push
to rebut claims that he knew
about sexual misdeeds at the
1991 Tailhook aviators' convention and pulled rank to cover up
his knowledge.
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Defense Secretary William
Perry was slated to issue a statement in support of the admiral's
integrity, one official said. Fol-

lowing that, Kelso was to meet
with reporters to announce his
decision.
The steps came following a
day of hurried meetings among
top Pentagon officials, including
Pentagon general counsel Jamie
Gorelick.
Kelso's retirement was
prompted by a judicial decision
issued last week in Norfolk by a
Navy judge who faulted Kelso
for interfering in the Tailhook
investigation and contended the
admiral had witnessed untoward
conduct at the 1991 Tailhook
convention.
Kelso, chief of naval operations, authorized the Navy on
Monday to release written statements by colleagues and supporters disputing the judge's
findings.
The documents were made
available to the news media as
Navy Secretary John Dalton prepared an official report on Kel-
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We Only Have 11 Lots Left!
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so's role in the Tailhook affair.
The report, due to go to Perry
this week, could determine
whether the Navy's top admiral
stays on until his planned retirement in June or is forced to resign in disgrace, ending a career
of more than three decades in the
Navy.
The documents appear to have
been hastily assembled last
Thursday and Friday following a
Feb. 8 assertion by the Navy
judge, Capt. William T. Vest Jr..
accusing Kelso of covering up his
knowledge of the misconduct at
the Tailhook convention.
Included is a memo dated last
Friday from the senior Tailhook
investigator saying that Vest failed to back up his charges.
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the meeting at the council's
request. He said afterward that
the council appeared to be acting
properly.
"The mayor and city council
need -to work together, and in the
absence of the mayor's involvement, the city council has to go
ahead and do its job," Leonard
said.
Goode could not be reached for
comment.

3 Month Subscription
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to do.
They then authorized him to
file suit.
"We have the right, as a council, to investigate all activities of
city government," Councilman
C. David Coffman said in a written statement. "At this point, that
is precisely what we are attempting to do."
Bob Leonard, a branch manager from the state Department of
Local Government, watched over
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Clinton and foes
show scant taste
for further cuts
By ALAN FRAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Four years ago, fears that the deficit
might hit $164 billion forced President Bush and congressional
Democrats into a six-month-long budget negotiation that yielded
huge tax boosts and spending cuts.
How times have changed.
Last week, President Clinton unveiled a 1995 budget that he
boasted would produce a shortfall of just $176 billion. He proposed
no further reductions in the deficit. And while his Republican
opponents complained that he didn't cut the budget enough, they
proposed no broad, specific new reductions of their own.
Welcome to budget politics in 1994, the year of the breather.
Deficits that once sparked political crises are now taken as a sign
that things are improving. And half a year after Clinton and his
Democratic allies muscled a near $500 billion budget-cutting plan
through Congress, no one — not even Republicans — is talking
seriously about taking a similar, major crack at the red ink.
"The disciplines we have put into place are working," Clinton
said.
In other words, we've done what we need to for now.
There is some legitimacy to the deficit's diminished political
profile this election year.
Thanks to the tax increases and spending cuts of 1990 and 1993,
and the vibrant economy, budget shortfalls are expected to shrink
for three consecutive years. They have been hammered way down
from levels expected just 12 months ago. And by all accounts, the
red ink should stay at these same rough levels for the next few
years.
But the deficit problem is far from solved. The administration
expects annual shortfalls to breach the $200 billion level again in
1999 and surge skyward unless something is done.
And each year, the $4.4 trillion national debt — the government's cumulative I.O.U. — is swelling. That means that the $203
billion Washington will spend this year to pay the interest on that
debt will continue to balloon — even beyond the one dollar in
seven of the federal budget that it now consumes.
Administration officials say the next big swipe at the deficit will
come in Clinton's crusade to reshape the country's health-care system, to which Congress will likely devote most of this year. Controlling the rapid escalation of medical costs will brake the skyrocketing growth of Medicare and Medicaid, two of the biggest and
fastest expanding parts of the budget, they say.
But even the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office said last
week that Clinton's plan would increase the deficit over the next
few years, not reduce it. And no one knows how sweeping the
health care bill that actually becomes law will be.
All this is happening as the economy seems as strong as it's been
in years — the perfect time to trim government red ink.
Conventional economic wisdom is that it's best to reduce the
federal deficit when the economy is humming and can tolerate the
tax increases and spending cuts needed. For years, Democrats
derided President Reagan and Republicans for not attacking the
shortfalls during the mid-1980s, when the economy was robust.
But no one is quite ready to leap back into a full-bore deficitreduction fray yet.
It's an election year for the House and one-third of the Senate, a
time when lawmakers traditionally like to avoid angering voters
with unpopular tax increases or spending reductions.
And it would be politically dubious for Clinton to launch a bold
new deficit-reduction effort so soon after Congress gave reed-thin
approval to his initial package last August, narrowly averting a big
political setback.
As for Republicans, they're already insisting that Clinton cut
federal spending more deeply. But they've not talked about cuts
anywhere near the magnitude of last year's deficit-reduction plan.
So don't expect lawmakers to take big bites out of the deficit this
year.
But don't believe for one moment that the problem has gone
away.

FROM OUR READERS
KET celebrating 25th anniversary
Dear Editor
This year KET is celebrating its 25th year of broadcasting programs
for Kentuckians. I can think of no better way to mark this occasion than
with a contribution to KET during its annual membership drive, to be
held March 5-20.
Although there are many worthwhile organizations, few can match
KET in the depth and breadth of services and programs it provides.
KET delivers quality children's programs, in-depth news coverage,
and incisive documentaries.
KET enables adults to get high school diplomas and build their
reading skills. It helps children start school ready to learn: offers
advanced high school science, math,and language courses, which would
otherwise be unavailable; and allows non-tradiuonal students an
opportunity to gain college credit via television.
KET reaches virtually every Kentucky household and is designed to
serve people of all ages, cultures, ideologies, income levels, and
interests.
If you believe as 1 do, that KET is a valuable educational and cultural
resource, call KET at I -800-866-0366 to pledge your support_ You will
be ensuring that KET is available for your family—and every Kentucky
family—for years to come.
You Make KET Happen in Calloway County!
Lauren L. Miller
KET Fnends Board Member, Lexington

A day to remember
Most of all I remember the
Valentine's Day of 1975, when
Liz Leflrowitz got I2-dozen roses
in the faculty room of Woodrow
Wilson Junior High. Twelve
dozen roses delivered by 12 different florists.
The first batch, a delicate pearly pink, arrived around 2 p.m.,
when Liz's daily planning time
began. The flutter in the faculty
room had barely subsided when
the second installment showed
up. They were ivory buds tinged
with pink, like shy beauties
startled into a blush.
In the next 40 minutes, 10
dozen more were delivered, ranging in hue from cool, tawny
peach; to clear sunlit yellow;
ending with a deep scarlet hotter
than Liz's favorite red lipstick.
With each delivery, the women
on the faculty applauded ever
more raucously. The men shifted
uncomfortably in their seats.
"The guy probably sells
drugs," George Nile scoffed, certain that any man that profligate
was definitely operating on a
chemically-induced high.
"Why 12 dozen?" one of the
male math teachers demanded, as
if this were one of those ridiculous algebra problems where the
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Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times columnist
olver had to find out how long it
would take two trucks — one
coming down the New Jersey
Turnpike from Newark with a flat
tire, and the other headed up the
Garden State Parkway from
Matawan with bad shocks — to
get to our junior high school in
Edison, New Jersey.
"We met 12 days ago," Liz
explained placidly. "I think
there's one dozen roses for each
day we've known each other,"
she went on.
"A hundred and forty-four
roses!" one of the men blurted.
"That's gross," another
quipped, earning a chorus of
groans from the women in the
MOM.
With each successive delivery,
the faculty room was further
transformed. By the end of the
day no one saw the unwashed
coffee mugs in the sink, the pile

of uncorrected term papers
stacked sloppily in the corner.
The roses were everywhere, the
opened boxes stacked on the
sickly green formica tables and
lined up on those metal folding
chairs with the sharp protrusions
on the underside — typical faculty room furniture, specially
designed to complement the gun
metal gray of the cinder block
walls.
As the perfume wafted out of
the faculty room and into the
halls of the school, teachers, guidance counselors, and aides
drifted in to see what was going
on. Grown women giggled and
whispered amongst themselves.
"Where did you meet him?" they
demanded of Liz. "Who is he?"
On a quick trip into Manhattan
two weeks before, she had
backed into his car with her Volkswagon, a distinctive yellow bug

that was festooned with a psychedelic mural reminiscent of a
Peter Max poster. He owned a
Mercedes, sleek and black with
gleaming chrome bumpers and
creamy leather interior. Though
she'd creased his perfect fender,
he was charmed. He demanded
her address and phone number,
not because he was planning on
going to court, but because he
was planning to court her.
"God! How romantic," Liza
Dole sighed. "Why can't I meet a
man like that?"
"He's probably a hatchet murderer," George Nile grumbled.
"Or maybe he's married."
He was neither whacky nor
wed, and he and Liz married later
that year. They went on a safari
in Kenya for their honeymoon,
and I hear that they are still happy together after all these years.
To the men at Woodrow Wilson who were there 19 years ago
the memory probably faded long
ago. But the women — well, I
know for a fact that the women
still talk about it. It is every
woman's fantasy. A chance meeting with a glamorous stranger.
Roses in February, enough to fill
a garden. Who could resist such a
rare winter's day?
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Time to be colorblind to hate words
When he sat down to draw his
editorial cartoon, Dennis Renault
wanted to make a point. But he
didn't know how remarkably successful he would be.
What Renault wanted to say
through hs drawing was that Louis
Farrakhan was wrong when he said:
"You can't be a racist by talking —
only by acting."
That's what Farrakhan said in his
most recent verbal attack on Jews.
Renault, who draws for California's Sacramento Bee, disagreed
with Farrakhan. Most rational people do.
So he wanted to do a cartoon that
would make the point that words
can be enough to earn you the label
of racist
And he came up with this idea for
his drawing.
It showed two loutish members of
Ku Klux Klan looking at a copy of
Farrakhan's statement.
And one of them says: "That
nigger makes a lot of sense."
Had I been his editor, I would
have said: "Fine cartoon. It makes
the point"
Of course it did. Ill pointed at a
black person and said: "Look at that
nigger," I would expect an angry
reaction. Maybe a well-deserved
punch in the mouth.
On the other hand,if I was talking
to a blackpersonabout race relations
and I said: "I consider the racist and
hostile use of the word 'nigger'
offensive and un-Amencan," I
wouldn't expect a negative reaction.
Intent. Context. That's how the
use of the words should be judged.
The word "bitch" is appropriate
when kennel people are descnbing a
female dog. It's probably borderline
acceptable when describing a
chronic complainer as someone

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
who does nothing but "bitch, bitch,
bitch."
But you don't use that word to
describe a female person,to her face
or behind her hack, although many
black rap groups and white heavymetal bands would disagree. But,
then, we can't expect less from
slobs.
Or take the word "bastard." I can
use that word to describe my boss.
And he can toss it back at me. No
harm done, really. In fact, I have
often used that word to express my
sentiments about governors, senators — and more frequently — taxerotic presidents. I'm sure they felt
the same way about me. And we're
probably all reasonably accurate.
But you would not use the word
in its onginal meaning: a child born
of parents who arc not married. That
would be low and cruel.
So let us return to Renault and his
cartoon.
It drove people wacky.
His paper was bombarded by
protests, outrage and threats from
black politicians, clergy, leaders of
civil rights organizations, and even
some co-workers.
They demanded that the paper
apologize and show remorse.(Some
even asked that the paper make
larger financial contributions to
black causes, which is a bit tacky.)
What were they arigri about?
The word 'nagger'

As I said earlier, it was used in a
totally satiric, ironic sense. Intent
Context. It isn't the word, it is how
the word is used.
The cartoon used it to show that
Farrakhan is wrong — the use of
words can be racist Which is why
Jews, Catholics and others who
were flailed by Farrakhan's righthand man were offended by his vile
remarks.
But that seemed to go right over
the heads of those who were offended. It didn't matter that the
cartoonist was sympathetic to black
sensitivities and was on their side.
He had used the terrible word.
Why he used it and how he used it
didn't matter. So they screamed.
And in doing so, they made his
point. If he offended them while
doing a cartoon sympathetic to their
cause — the fight against bigotry —
then what does that say about
Farrakhan's chronic Jew baiting and
white baiting? If one word — used
in sympathy to their social causes —
could enrage them, then how do
they think Catholics or Poles felt
about the first Polish pope being
described by Farrakhan's chum as
"the old, no-good pope, you know,
that cracker."
All Renault did was use a word.
Well, what does Farrakhan use? It's
possible that Farrakhan is the most
adroit, quick-winedspeaker in

The difference is that Farrakhan
uses words in a vicious, belligerent,
bigoted way. He baits Jews, he baits
Catholics, he baits whites in general. While I admire him for his
style, oratorical talents, good looks
and ability to tie a neat bow tie, he is
a racist, bigoted, opportunistic
louse.
In contrast, Renault used the
word "nigger" as part of an attack on
bigotry — white and black.
You might expect that he would
be applauded by Sacramento's leading blacks.
Instead, they pounced on that one
word and used it to justify a lot of
silly indignation.
It reminded me of when some
blacks demanded the banning of
Mark Twain, America's greatest
writer, because he had a character
named Nigger Jim in "Huck Finn."
It didn't matter that Jim was essential to Twain's powerful statement
against racism. It was the use of the
word "nigger." Poor Twain. He
should have had the foresight to
describe him as "African -American
James."
Confronting all these threats and
demands from Sacramento's black
leadership, the Bee responded as
one would expect of a corporate
entity. It folded like a pin-pricked
balloon.
Its top exec wrote a profuse
page-one apology.
Its editorial page editor wrote a
piece that, while taking Farrakhan
to task, wound up on a hand-wringing note about the need for understanding in our society.
Yes, there is the need for
understanding.
There also is a need for people to
look in their dictionaries for an
understanding of the meaning of
'satire"
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Barkley lecture here Thursday
A public lecture entitled The Granddaddy Books, the letters ot
David M. Barkley of Paducah to his Granddaughter Annie, will be
presented by Herbert S. Donow, professor of English at Southern
Illinois University, on Thursday, Feb. 17, at 7 p.m. This will be in
the auditorium of Wrather West Kentucky Museum, located on the
campus of Murray State University at North 16th and University
Drive. David Barkley is the son of Alben Barkley from Paducah
and former vice president of the United States.

Resource Center meeting Thursday
A special meeting will be at the Family Resource Center at East
Calloway Elementary School on Thursday. Feb. 17, at 4 p.m. Nancy Rawlings, commissioner of Kentucky Department of Human
Resources, will be the featured speaker. All interested persons are
invited to attend.

Emergency Planning Committee to meet
The Calloway County Emergency Planning Committee meeting
will be Thursday, Feb. 17, at 4:30 p.m. in the George Wcaks Community Center in the United Way Conference Room at 607 Poplar
St.. Murray. Peggy Billington, LEPC chairman, said "by law we are
required to meet twice a year and this will be our first meeting in
1994."

Home Department schedules meeting
The Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday. Feb. 17, at 1:30 p.m. at the club house. Peggy Billington
and Margaret Yuill will direct a program on membership. Each
member is asked donations for Pennies in the Park. Hostesses will
be Lucille Wallis, Willene Lackey and Cassie Bright.

Camera Club meeting Thursday
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet Thursday, Feb.
17, at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. For more information call Beth Parker at 753-5278.

Songfest at Fern Terrace Lodge
Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County will
sponsor its monthly Songfest on Wednesday, Feb. 16, at 2 p.m. at
Fern Terrace Lodge. All interested persons are invited to be present
for this special event.

B&PW meeting on Thursday
Murray Business and Professional Women will meet Thursday,
Feb. 17, at 6 p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant. Lana Bell, new director for Playhouse in the Park, will be the featured speaker. All
members and Interested persons are invited to attend.

Civitans will meet Thursday
Eva Mohler, president of Murray Civitan Club, urges all Civitans
to be at the next Civitan meeting on Thursday, Feb. 17, at noon at
Homeplace Family Restaurant. Plans will be finalized for the
Annual Pancake Breakfast held each year as a fund raiser to help
programs in the community that give help to handicapped people.

Bridge Club to meet Thursday
The "New" Bridge Club will meet Thursday. Feb. 17, at 7 p.m.
at Wcaks Community Center. All interested persons are invited.
For information call C.W. at 435-4136.

Pet Therapy planned Thursday
Pet Therapy will be Thursday, Feb. 17, at 3 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. This is another service of the Humane Society of Calloway County and Pets are Wonderful Society. All interested persons are invited.

*Oa°
Kaye Doran, the new director of the Child Care Center, center, meets
Rheannan Watson and her mother, Valencia Watson, right of Clinical
Engineering at Baptist Memorial Hospital (Central), Memphis, Tenn.

Doran named director
After a three month nationwide
search by Baptist officials and
KinderCare at Work (KC@W), a
new director for Baptist Child
Care Services at Baptist Memorial Hospital (Central), Memphis,
Tenn., has been chosen.
"Our requirements for the candidate were very high in terms of
education, professional credentials, experience, leadership/
management skills, love and concern for children and an ability to
communicate effectively with
parents," says Bill Hollis, assistant director of Human Resources. "We believe we've found a
perfect match for our needs in
Kaye Doran."
Doran, a Murray, Ky., native,
earned her bachelor of science
degree in Vocational Home Economics from Murray State University and her master of arts
degree in Religious Education
from Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville.
She also holds the CDA (Child
Development Associate) professional credential from the Nation-

al Council for Early Childhood
Development, a national organization recognizing excellence in
leaders and providers of child
care services nationwide.
Along with her impressive educational background, Doran has
over 14 years of child care management experience. She has
been with KC@W for the past
seven years and prior to that
owned and directed her own child
care center.
From 1990 to the present,
Doran has served as director for
the KC@W center on the Bethesda North Hospital campus in Cincinnati, Ohio. In parent surveys,
the Bethesda center was consistently awarded very high ratings.
Doran and her husband, the
Rev. Joe Doran. have two children, a married daughter and an
eight-year-old son. Her husband
is chaplain at Baptist Memorial
Hospital East, Memphis. They
reside in Bartlett, Tenn.
Mrs. Doran is the daughter of
Mrs. Reid Hale and the Mr. Hale
of Murray.

Used books needed
Do you have any books just
sitting around, gathering dust on
your bookshelves?
Chances are that most, if not
all, of these books are on the list
of books for the Accelerated
Reader Program, an in-school
program that encourages students
to read regularly.'
Derek Vander Molen is currently working on an Eagle Scout
project in order to increase the
number of books available for
students to choose from to read.
There will be drop-off points
for these books at both thc Calloway County Public Library and

Calloway County Middle School
Library.
If you wish to be recognized
for your donation, please put a
piece of paper in each book's
cover with your name on it.
If you do not have the books to
donate or couldn't hear parting
with any of your books, there
will be envelopes for monetary
gifts available at the public
library.
There will also be a bake sale
at Wal-Mart on Saturday, Feb.
19, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. to
raise funds to buy additional
books.

Lutherans plan Wednesday events
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Immanuel Lutheran Church will have Ash Wednesday services
on Wednesday, Feb. 16. A soup supper will be served from 5:30 to
6:30 p.m. Holy Communion service will be at 7 p.m. with the Rev.
David Riley, pastor, to speak on "The Feet of Christ!" The public
is invited to attend.

Special service on Wednesday
St. Matthew by the Lake Lutheran Church on Highway 641 at
Draffenville will have an Ash Wednesday service on Wednesday,
Feb. 16. A soup and sandwich supper will be served at 6 p.m. The
service will follow at 7 p.m. Lenten services will continue each
Wednesday until Holy Week.

Tuesday, Feb. IS
Cancelled today is Free blood pros
sure checks/noon-2 p m /Murray
Seventri•Day Adventist Church
U.S. Rep. Tom Barlow hosting health
care citizens meeting/7 p m ,Curris
Center. Murray State University
Calloway County Board of Education
meeting/6 p in
Murray Planning Commission/7
p in /City Hall
Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club/7 pm "home of Jeannetta Williams Note change in date
and place
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club/7 pm .•club house
Singles Organizational Society
1SGSV7 pm "Chamber of Commerce
Info/Jeanne. 753-0224 or Linda,
437-4414
MCCSA
Spring
Soccer
registration/6-8 p m /park office on
Payne Street
East Calloway Elementary School
Site-based Decision Making Couneill
p m school
Wranglers Riding Club/ 7
p m /Community Room of North
Branch of Peoples Bank
Scottish Country Dancing changed to
Feb 22 at 7 p m /First Presbyterian
Church Fellowship Hall into/753-6460
First Baptist Church events include
Mother's Day 0uP9 am and 3 pm
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5 15 pm
Hazel Center open 10 a m -2 p rn for
senior citizens activities
Weaks Community Center open 8
a m -4 p m for senior citizens'
activities
Dexter Community Center open 9 30
am -2 30 pm for senior citizens'
activities
Bingo,7 pm /Knights of Columbus
building
TOPS4134,,First Presbyterian Church/6
p m. Info/759-9964
TOPS Chapter of Hardin/7
p m "Hardin Library
Parents Anonymous,6 p m
Info/753-0082
Murray Optimist Club/6 30
pm /Homeplace Restaurant
Alcoholics Anonymousopen
meetingli p m 'American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets
Breastteeding Support Group/6'30-8
p m /Board Room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Info/753-3381 or
762-1425
Cancer Support Group meeting,1
p in !Educational Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Info'762-1389 or 762-1447
Bereavement Support Group
meeting/4 30 p.m./Education Unit,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Info/762-1389.
Quill Lovers/6 p m./Calloway County
Public Library
Calloway County High School Junior
Varsity and Varsity Boys play basketball games at Fulton County/6 p m.
Murray High School Junior Varsity
and Varsity Basketball Boys hosts
Graves County High SchooP6 p.m
Great Rivers Group of Sierra Club/7
pm lCurris Center, Murray State University Info/436-5405.
Scholarship Application Deadline for
graduating high school seniors interested in attending Murray State University is today Info/762-3225
Berry Kidd junior saxophone recital/8
p m /Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Murray State University
Admission free
Wrather West Kentucky Museum at
Murray State University open/8 30
am to 12.30 p m and 1:30 to 4 30
pm
Wednesday, Feb. 16
"Androcles and the Lion" of Children's Theatre Production/9'30 a m
and 1230 p.m "Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University Admission $1
Harris Grove Homemakers Club"10
a in /home of Myrtle Jones Note
rescheduled meeting.
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial
Association/8 a m .'Murray•Calloway
County Hospital.
Calloway County High School SiteBased Decision Making Councill4
p m "home economics room.
Calloway County Middle School SiteBased Decision Making Councili5 15
p m /school
Hazel Center/open 10 a m -2 p m for
senior citizens' activities

Wednesday, Feb. 16
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9 30
am and Story HOW 10 30 am
Ladies Bridge at Murray Country
Club/930 am
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA),open
discussion 11 a m American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets trtto153-8136 or 435.4314
Weeks Center'open 8 am -4 pm for
senior citizens' activities Job Club at
10 am
Senior Golf League 9 a m Miner
Memorial Golf Course
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Murray Post
Office 8 30-11 30 am and 1230-3
pm
First Christian Church events include
Evangelism Committee noon, Christian
Family Fellowship dinner/5 30 pm .
Bible Study and Singles Support
Group/6 pm , CFF options 630 p m
Choir/7 30 p m
Community Baptist Church events
include prayer meeting•6 p m in Dixieland Shopping Center
Dexter Baptist Church worship 6 30
m
Elm Grove Baptist Church worsh,p 7
pm
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Youth and Missions Groups/7
pm , Choir Rehearsa18 pm
Westside Baptist Church events
include Library Bible Study and Sew•
ing Circle'9 30 am Baptist Men, Bap
tist Young Women, Baptist Women
Hattie Lee _Galloway Group/7 p m
First Presbyterian Church events
include ARK/5 pm . Ash Wednesday
service/7 pm Choir Practice/6 30
pm
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer/10
a m.. Children's Handbell Choir/3 15
p m., Adult Handbell Choir/4 p m
Youth Club./5 pin . Ash Wednesday
service/&30 pm , Chancel Choir7 30
pm
First Baptist Church events include
Friendship InternationaP9 a m and
luncheon/12 30 p m . Ladies' Bible
Study/10 am . Fellowship Supper..'5 30
pin Library open./6 15 pm . Children's Choirs (Parents Night for MUSIC
Friends il Choir), Klaymata/6 30 pm
Business meeting/6'45 p m Sanctuary C1lifir/7 45 pm
•
Grace Baptist Church events include
Kid's Klubs. Bible Explosion. Youth
Bible Study. and Adult Bible Study,7
pm
Glendale Road Church of Christ
events include Bible Classes/7 pm
University Church of Christ events
include Ladies Bible Class/9.30 a m ,
Bible Classes/7 p m
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Ash Wednesday
service/7 p m
SI. John's Episcopal Church events
include Holy Eucharist/5 15 pm , Soup
supper/6 15 p m
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 pm
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p m
Overeaters Anonymous.5 15
p m./Ellis Community Center
Wrather West Kentucky Museum at
Murray State University/open/8 30
a fr -1230 pm and 130-430 p.m

Chrc'

''No"

Asked if they had
made a purchase in the
past 30 days because.of
a TV commercial,73
percent of Kentucky
shoppers said,"No."
Shopper Attitudes in Kerlin,
Mc Preston Group, Lesingr in, hi:
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Tickets for the "Raise the Roof" gala program are now on sale
by members of the Murray Woman's Club, sponsoring organization
for the special evening of entertainment planned Thursday, Feb. 24,
at 6:30 p.m. at Curris Center ballroom, Murray State University.
Tickets it $20 per person are available at D.K. Kelly Ladies
Apparel, Selections Bridal Registry and Gifts, from club members,
Janet Wallis, 489-2186, and Martha Andrus, 753-8808. Tickets also
Ir are being sold for $10 on a cash prize of S500 with person not
required to be present. Robert Valentine will be emcee for the dinner and roast featuring Walter Apperson, Peggy Billington and Dr.
Robert McGaughey. The public is invited to attend.

Lake-Land services planned
Lake-Land Apostolic Church will have a special service of singing, preaching and fellowship on Friday, Feb. 18, at 7:30 p.m. Special guest will be the Rev. Don Johnson of Memphis, Tenn., a singer, songwriter, recording artist, pastor and leader in the ministry.
On Saturday, Feb. 19, at 10 a.m. Mrs. Don Johnson will be speaking in a "Ladies Only" session while Rev. Johnson will be speaking
to ministers and laymen in a "Men Only" session. The Rev. James
H. Cain, pastor, invites the public to attend these services at the
church, located at 1653 North 16th Extended at Utterback Road in
Murray. For information call 753-5757 or 759-1602.

I
,
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JO BURKEEN,tedger & Imes photo
DONATION MADE — Donna Jackson, right, on behalf of the South
Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club, presented a donation to Richard
Hoffman, seated right, president of Murray-Calloway County Need Line
Association. At left, seated, Is Kathie Gentry, executive director, and
standing left, Is Carolyn Carroll, treasurer, of Need Line. The presentation was made at the board meeting on Monday. Need Line Is an agency of United Way.

LAST WEEKEND!
Death of a
Salesman

Arts & Crafts event planned
The Phoenix Hill Tavern at 644 Baxter Ave., Louisville, wih
present its 12th annual 'Spring Phling Arts & Crafts Phair on April
9 and 10. Artists and craftsmen are needed for the event. Interested
persons may call 1-502-589-4957 Monday through Friday from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. for your registration form and other details.

We are pleased to
announce that the
following
couples
have registered with
us through our bridal
registry.

(The play that mouldn r
off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
Call:

759-1752

die)

Sherry Burkey &
Gary Clark

0
4

Tracy Marvin &
Tracy Manning

4

04
4

0

Belinda Williams &
David Bailey

4,

will be parked everi
Wednesday from 4-6 p'm

Becky Wolf &
Jon Klein

0-41

4

itJ

Friday, Saturday & Sunday

14

Feb. 18 and 19 at 8 p.m.
Feb. 20 at 2 p.m.

A

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701

Loretta Jobs

Casa
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1100 Chestnut St
753-1133
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keeps Racers rolling
Stan Report
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Racer senior Lawrence Bussell, shown against Austin Peay, hit a big
free throw Monday night in Cookeville, Tenn.
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CLINTON - Murray High
finally got the Hickman County
monkey off their backs, beating
thc Lady Falcons 56-51 at
Hickman.
"It was a great big win for
us," said Lady Tiger head coach
Jimmy Harrell. "We had some
girls step up and play well at
the end. We hit eight of 10 free
throws in the final quarter. You
have to do that to win."
Murray (13-7) went on a 10-0
run in the final two minutes to
beat Hickman (15-4) for the
first time this season. Hickman,
the All "A" Classic First Region champ, defeated Murray by
one in Murray to open the season and again by seven in the
All "A" regional.
Junior Bonnie Payne and
freshman Sara Williams led
Murray with 17 points each. It
was a career high for Williams,
Sarah Snyder added nine and
Stacey Thomas chipped in six.
With two minutes to play,
Murray trailed by four, 51-47.
Payne followed up a missed
free throw to set the Tigers' on
their game-winning run.
Murray was only 11 of 23
from the line on the night, but
hit 80 percent in the final quarter.
• Wendy Dowdy scored nine
and Whitney Dix added eight in
leading Murray (7-4) to a 24-23
win over Vickman in Monday's
_junior varcity game.

cnce to maintain a two-game lead
in the standings over Tennessee
State, a 95-91 winner at Eastern
Kentucky. Austin Peay fell to a
distant third after a 91-77 loss at
Morehead State.
Murray $tate led by as. many as
nine in the second half, but Tech
stayed in contention with deadly • See Pegs 7
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over the Lady Racers (6-16,
2-11).

COOKEVILLE, Tenn. ----Tennessee Tech outscored the
Lady Racers 18-7 in the final
seven minutes to crush Murray
State's hopes of a second major
upset in as many games.
Tech's Kim Stout and Taryn
Slattery scored 15 points in the
final run to lift Tech (11-10
overall, 8-3) to a 72-57 win

Murray State defeated Middle
Tennessee 79-76 on Saturday to
snap an 11-game losing streak
and keep their hopes of an Ohio
Valley Conference berth alive.
On Monday, the Lady Racers
stood toe-to-toe with one of the
OVC's top programs, but withered late under Tech's huge size

advantage.
"Give Murray State a lot of
credit," said Tech head coach
Bill Worrell. "Eddie (Fields) is
doing a great job with that team
and Jennifer Parker is a great
player. She's one of my favorites in the league."
Parker finished with 16
points, but scored just four in
the second half. Murray State
led 28-26 at halftime behind

Parker's 12 points.
Parker hit a layup with 16:53
to play in the game to give
Murray State a 36-33 lead. Tech
answered with nine consecutive
points to take the lead for good,
42-36. Murray climbed to within four, 54-50, with seven
minutes left, but the Lady
Eaglettes scored seven unanswered points to lead 61-50 and
put the game away.

Lakers dodge
Cardinal bullet
in 56-48 victory
By MARK YOUNG
Writer

LAKERS 56, Mayfield 48
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Ron Greene said. "We had a
game earlier this year where we
hit 23 out 01 25, so we're capable
of hitting free throws. We dodged
a bullet."
Mayfield led very early in the
contest, but when Chad Darnall
drilled a three and Wes Cogdell
hit a jumper from the top of the
key, Calloway went on top 9-4
and never trailed again. A late
Mayfield rally brought them to
within 11-10 at the end of the
first quarter.
The teams traded three pointers to open the second
frame, but Calloway pulled away
with three consecutive layups to
push their advantage to seven,
20-13. That's where it stayed
until halftime, when the Lakers
led 26-19.
With the score 30-24, Fritts
broke open to drain a three,
bringing Mayfield to within three
at 30-27 at the five-minute mark
II See Page 7

rs ilk, Mass. "I was really relaxed. I didn't feel any pressure for
this race. I felt really calm going
in, really calm at the start.
"I thought I was being really
smooth the whole way down,"
said Warren, who crashed in the
same spot here before the Olympics. "I went into curve 12,
thought I had a good steer there,
really put the head back all the
way. I made the line in 12 a little
too flat and had a little too much
pressure. It threw the sled into a
skid right at 13"
Kennedy watched it all and
winced.

Tech enjoyed a 46-37
rebound edge, including 12
offensive rebounds.

Murray Ledger & Times

MARK YOUNG Ledge, & Trses photo

Calloway's Brent Anderson goes for a shot in the Lakers 56-48 Fourth
District win over Mayfield at home Monday. Anderson scored eight
points in the game.

U.S. lugers fall prey to icy Turn 13
Then came 13. Warren, the
ninth slider, lost control at almost
the Same spot Kennedy did. Her
LILLEHAMMER, Norway
(AP)- One day after Turn 13 of crash was even more spectacular.
She bounced off the walls three
the Hunderfossen track sent Duntimes, then flipped upside down
can Kennedy's sled slipping and
sliding out of medal contention, it and slid face-down with her sled
draped across her shoulders.
reared its icy head and did the
When she came to a halt, Warsame to the women's team.
Erin Warren was the first vic-r ren sat up, shook the cobwebs wit
tim Tuesday. She was not of her head, and groggily made
her way off the track. She sufexpected to medal - after all, it
is her first Olympiad_ But she, fered some bumps and ice burns,
too, was on the run of her life, hut the biggest bruise appeared to
much like Kennedy on Monday, be to her ego
"I felt I was really going for
seemingly headed for the sixthit" said Warren. 22, of Somebest time of the first run.

Tech had five players in double figures, led by Shannon
Clardy with 13.
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Monday night's game with
Mayfield wasn't the most exciting game Calloway fans will
watch this year.
There wasn't a huge crowd,
not a lot of scoring, no flashy
moves in the paint for dunks and
no really heated emotions.
But Calloway did play well
enough to take a 56-48 Fourth
District win, improving to 13-6
overall and wrapping up district
play at 5-1, their best district finish since Mayfield joined the
Fourth District in 1981. Mayfield,
7-14 overall and 0-5 in the district, will return to the Third District next season.
The Lakers shot 50 percent
from the field (20-40) to just 39
percent for Mayfield (18-46) and
held the Cards' Koby Fritts to
just eight points. But Calloway
struggled at the free throw linc,
hitting just 13 of 25, allowing
Mayfield to stay close.
"Free throws haunted us again
and they shouldn't," Laker coach

Murray State's Melissa Shelton scored all 18 of her points
in the second half. Angie Cooper added eight and Lequida
Pearson had six.

Lady Lakers
score big win
at Fulton Co.

Calloway clinches
Fourth District tie

MURRAY 56, Hickman Co. 51

By JOHN KEKIS
AP Sports Writer

3-point shooting.
The Golden Eagles (6-18, 2-9)
pulled to 88-86 with nine seconds
left to play on a 3-pointer by
Reggie Mayo, but Russell went to
the line on a two-shot foul with a
chance to put the game away.
Russell, a 51 percent shooter
on the year, missed the first one
but calmly sank the second shot
to push the lead to 89-86.
Tennessee Tech's Jesse NayadIcy missed a two-point shot at the
buiier.
"Sometimes it just takes one
free throw," Edgar said of Russell, who was 4 of 10 in the
game. "He really changed the
gameplan for Tech. If he hits
both, the game is over. If he misses both, they have a chance to
win with a three. Instead he hits
One and they need a 3-pointer to
tie."

Tech bottles up Parker, Lady Racers

Murray lets
monkey off
in Clinton;
win 56-51

MURRAY
WICKMAN CO

COOKEVILLE, Tenn.(AP)Lawrence Russell made only 40
percent of his free throws for the
game, but his last was the biggest
of his career.
Russell sank one free throw
with :06.9 left to give Murray
State a three-point lead, and
eventually, an 89-86 road win.
Murray State head coach Scott
Edgar breathed a sigh of relief
after a game in which his team
"slopped around" most of the
night.
"What we came down here for
was the 'W'," Edgar said on his
post-game radio show. "If it comes as easy as the other night
(116-86 over Middle Tennessee),
good. But if it goes down to the
wire like tonight we'll take it."
Murray State (19-4) moved to
12-1 in the Ohio Valley Confer-
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"Her problems started in curse
12„" said Kennedy, who grabbed
Warren's sled after the crash and
caned it away. "She went in too
low and entered too high on 13.
so the sled flipped."
"I was going pretty fast in
there," Warren said. "1 just
waited for it to slow down so I
could get up. I could only see ice
going by. It wasn't really a scenic
view ••
Cammy Myler was the next
victim Myler, the top remaining
hope for the U S team's first
Olympic medal in the sport, was
eighth after her first trip down

the snaking 16-turn course. But
that was only a quarter of 3 second behind Gabi Kohlisch of
Gcrmany, who had the third-best
ride of the first round. Three
more solid runs and the U S.
team's first Olympic medal in the
sport would he within mash
''Obsiously, I had some problems on my second run," said
Myler, of Lake Placid, N Y
"The KC is hard, but it wasn't a
problem I just want to have two
better runs tomorrow than I had
todas

HICKMAN - Last year's
girls' First Region champs have
been looking for that one big win
for most of the season. Maybe
they got it Monday night.
Calloway County (13-6) outscored Fulton County 25-12 in
the second half to post an 81-62
win over the Lady Pilots, who
fell for just the second time all
season.
"It was a really big win for us,
the girls played well together last
night," said Lady Laker head
coach Peter O'Rourke,
Valerie Shelton, still trying to
play back into shape after missing two months with a back
injury, scored 12 of her team high 17 points in the second half.
Calloway trailed 37-31 at halftime but solved Fulton County's
pressure defense and started hitting the shots. Calloway was 29
of 47 from the field and 20 of 30
from the free throw line in a
roughly played game.
Calloway turned the ball over
25 times Monday night, with 19
coming in the first half.
"The kids played real well
once they got over that fear,"
O'Rourke said of Fulton's
defense. "We would get the ball
and it was like a beehive. We
were getting mauled."
Farrah Beach chipped in 16
points and Molly Wischart added
II. Jackie Guerin added 10
points, as did Mani McClard,
who also had nine rebounds.
• In junior varsity action, Stephanie Holland scored 14 points
to lead Calloway (8-3) to a 38-21
win over Fulton County. Juli Yoo
added 10 and Heidi Wilson had
six. Kylie Johnson recorded eight
rebounds.
LADY LAKERS 81, Fulton CO 62
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Wildcats told to look to '92 squad

SPORTS

BRIEFS
Race driver Orr killed in Daytona crash
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. (AP) — Rodney Orr, a driver from
Palm Coast. Fla.. was killed in a crash at Daytona International
Speedway.
Orr was the second dnver killed an a crash on the 2.5-mile oval
in four days. Veteran racer Neil Bonnett died in a one-car crash
Friday.
On, the defending Goody's Dash series champion, was trying to
make his first Daytona 500. The crash came during practice for
Sunday's race and track spokesman Larry Balewski said OR was
pronounced dead upon arrival at nearby Halifax Medical Center.
Balewski said the cause of death was massive head and upper
body injuries. Otis Ford Thunderbird flipped at high speed in turn
two and the driver's side roof hit the wall, witnesses said.
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Temple coach Chaney suspended
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Temple basketball coach John Chaney
as suspended by the school's president for his outburst following
the Owls' loss to Massachusetts.
Chancy charged after UMass coach John Calipan and threatened
him during a news conference after the Minutemen beat the Owls
56-55 Sunday. Chaney later apologized, but Temple president Peter
Liacouras ,suspended him from Wednesday's game against St.
Bonaventure.
Liacouras also invited UMass president Michael Hooker to be
I.Inple's guest for the Feb. 24 rematch an Philadelphia.
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Tenn. State outlasts
Eastern at Richmond

tel to

RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
Carlos Rogers scored five of his
24 points during an early run that
helped Tennessee State to a
95-91 victory over Eastern Kentucky in the Ohio Valley Conference on Monday night.
Tennessee State (15-9 overall,
11-3 OVC) had six free throws
during the 14-2 run, which
opened the game and ended with
16:12 left in the first half.

hellints
iopiida

Tennessee State held on to
about a 10- to 15-point lead
throughout the half and during
most of the second half until
Eastern (12-11, 8-5) cut the margin to 84-81. Arlando Johnson's
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino
didn't have to look back very far i
to find a team for his No. II
Wildcats to pattern themselves
after the remainder of the season.
In a meeting with his players
on Sunday. Pitino recalled the
1492 squad that lost to eventual
national champion Duke on
Christian Lactmer's last-second
shot in overtime in the NCAA
East Regional final.
Other than sophomore lama'
Mashburn, who is now with the
Dallas Mavericks, the team consisted of overachievers who knew
their roles and understood the
delensive and offensive schemes.
"This is a team and look what
they've accomplished," Pitino
told his players. "Their jerseys
are hanging from the rafters.
They arc called the 'Unforgettables.' and if we don't start playing well we'll he the
'Forgettables.'''
He went on to say that the
1992 team accomplished its goals
"by picking up this system, play-

MI Racers...
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Marcus Brown scored 30
points to lead all scorers, as well
as a team-high seven rebounds.
The 6-3 sophomore was 8 of 15
from the field and 13 of 16 at the
free throw line. He also had three
assists and five steals in 27
minutes.
"His play and stats speak for
themselves," Edgar said of
Brown. "He does it over and
over. He has the ability to make
big plays and the desire to make
the big plays."
Murray State reeled off seven
unanswered points, including four
free throws by Brown, to take an
80-73 lead with 2:21 left to play.
Cedric Gumm added 12 points
for Murray State and Antwan
Hoard had 10.
Tech was led by Carlos Floyd
with 23. Eric Mitchell had 15,
Robert West added 11 and Maurice Houston and Lorenzo Coleman had 10 each.
Tech shot 12 of 28 from threepoint range, including seven in
the first half
"That kept them in it early,"
said Edgar, whose team led 16-9
in the first half before Tech hit
four-straight 3-pointers "We got
discouraged. They were seven of
17 and it seemed like they were
seven for 10 We lost our aggressiveness and stood around
defensively."
Murray State was 12 of 45 at
the free throw line and shot 411
persent from the field Marcus
Jones had nine points On 7 of 11
free throw shooting
Murray started the game with a
II 4 advantage before Tech
lound the mark teth led Pis three
points on three ossassions in the
first half. The store was 19-19 at
halftime and was teed three 13111WC
limes
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ing aserage is 11.7.
After Ford's I -of -h shouting
and three points in Saturday's
loss at Syracuse, Paulo spent
some time with him.
"He feels he's letting the team
down by not scoring points."
Pitino said.
"If he doesn't do that as a
basketball player, then he should
be disappointed. At 5-8 and 150
pounds, unless he's getting open
shots, it's difficult to score."
Kentucky has won the last
three meetings against LSU but
hasn't won at Baton Rouge since
the 1988 season.

seven spots in the rankings.
"There are a lot of teams that
wish they were 18-5."
His main concern in the two
losses is that the team squandered
away opportunities to win in the
closing minutes.
"Down the stretch we've made
turnovers we haven't done in the
past," Nino said. "These are
careless mistakes that I don't
think we will make."
Senior guard Travis Ford's
shooting has been off the past six
games, hitting only 11 of 45
shots (24.4 percent) and averaging seven points. His season seer-

SCOREBOARD

Kentucky (18-5, 7-3 Southeastern) plays at LSU (11-9, 5-6) in a
nationally televised game tonight.
The Wildcats have lost two
straight games, falling 90-82 to
No. I Arkansas and 93-85 to No.
14 Syracuse. It is the first time
since the 1992 season that Kentucky has dropped two in a row.
"The losses really don't bother
me," said Pitino, whose team fell

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me lot all your lamdy insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
I next to Century 21l

753-91327
Like a good neighbor
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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FROM PAGE 6
Jump shot with 6:35 left in the of the third quarter, hut Calloway'
game ended a 17-5 spurt for the countered with a 10-2 run osier
Colonels. Johnson scored six dur- the next few moments, with Brad
Cleaver scoring seven points and
ing the run.
But Eastern could get no closer lobbing to Tyler Bohannon for a
than three, and Tennessee State layup to put the Lakers ahead
ha seven free throws in the final 40-29. The lead was 44-33 heading into the fourth quarter.
1:05 to preserve the win.
Calloway appeared ready to
Tennessee State scored 27
second-chance points and had 17 put the game away early in the
fourth when Thomas liornbuckle
offensive rebounds.
Rico Beasley had 22 points for scooped in a shot in the lane and
was fouled. He hit the free throw
Tennessee State, Tim Horton had
19 and Curtis Davis 12. Royce to make it a 14-point game,
47-33.
Gurnell had 10 rebounds.
Johnson paced Eastern with 23 I. But Mayfield wasn't ready to
points, DcMarcus Doss added 20, give up just yet and Calloway
helped the Cardinals out by missBrad Divine 17, William Holmes
ing eight of 16 free throws in the
11 and Marlon Stewart 10.
quarter. including the front end of
four one-and-ones.
Following Hontbuckle's score,
Mayfield got baskets nom Phillip
Travis and Jamie Qualk and a
59, 61 and 63. The Eagles then three by Chris Watkins to pull to
within 47-40. Despite Calloway's
went -on an 18-2 run to take an
81-65 lead with 5:21 left, and shortcomings at the line. howevAustin Pcay could get no closer er, the Cardinals were never able
to come closer than seven points
than 13 the rest of the way.
the rest of the game.
Mark Majick finished with 18
Cleaver led Calloway with 18
points for Morehead State, Jerry
points while Bohannon added 12,
Fogle had 14, Johnnie Williams
Hornbuckle had nine and Brent
and Mike Scrogham 12 each and
Anderson tossed in eight. The
Kelly Wells 10.
Lakers were three of nine from
three-point range.
Marcus Moore came off the
Travis Was Mayfield's only
bench to lead the Governors with
doable-digit scorer, tossing in 15,
13 points. Bubba Wells and John
while Watkins and Jason Almand
Jenkins scored 12 each, and Jeradded seven each to go ali,n,•
maine Savage added 10.

0
9\

ing within it, showcasing their
skills and become a great team
within this system. ... Our goal
right now is to try to learn the
system as well as they did.
"And if we do that, attain that
maturity, we'll be a great team
come March."
Pitino said at his news conference Monday that the Wildcats
need to cut down on turnovers,
defend the 3-point shot better and
improve at the free-throw line to
reach the same level of the soailed Unforgettables.
"We've got to develop a different identity with the 53EFIC cohesiseness," said Pain°, adding the
this year's team has more talent
and quickness at every position
except for Mashburn's.

PRO BASKETBALL

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **
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By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

Morehead dumps Peay
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) —
Tyrone Boardlcy had 21 points
and 12 rebounds to lead Morehead State to a 91-77 victory over
Austin Pcay in the Ohio Valley
Conference on *Monday night.
The Eagles (11-11 overall, 6-6
OVC) led by as many as 12 in
the first half, but Austin Peay
(8-13, 7-4) rallied to tie the score
at intermission, 46-46.
The Governors scored the first
nine points of the second half to
lead 55-46 with 16:51 left. But
Morehead State staged its own
rally, and the score was tied at

7
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with HAW eight. The Cardinals
were just six of 21 from threepoint land and six of eight at the
free throw line. Mayfield did win
the battle on the boards, 33-24.
"Defensively we played really
well," Greene said. "We didn't
rebound as well as we could
have, but Mayfield played hard.
Anytime we can find a way to
win, we'll take it.
"We worked hard defetisively
against Fritts, but Travis got 15
so they're not 3 one-dimensional
team." he said. "Our defense was
.the best thing tonight. We're happy to be in the position we're in
in 'the district, and this was a
must game. We hope to use the
rest of our games to get better."
Calloway has two more games
this week, hosting Carlisle County Thursday night while playing
at Graves County Friday.
•Calloway won Monday
night's junior varsity game 33-20
as David Greene and Brad Duncan scored 10 points each for the
Lakers.
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"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 7534563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

WARNING!

Don't be misled or lied to by out-of-town companies trying to
sell cable programming! The only thing they can offer you is a
satellite dish, which is the same thing we offer, but we are a local
business,licensed and insured and we will be here after the sale.
Will they?
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uniden
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Satellite Television Systems

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray •

It's The Yell
)
, Best In Home Entertainment!

753- 1111

YOU CET...

RR ANY NEW
DODGE RAM zi77Z
OR
DAKOTA
FROM OUR
STOCK
DURING
(A $29900 Value)
FEBRUARY
GET A MOM BEDLINER FREE!

24 BASICS
• Headline News • ESPN • CNN • USA
Network (E&W) • TBS • The Family
Channel (E&W) • Comedy Central
lE8W) • Bravo • ME • El TV • The
Learning Channel • The Weather
Channel • CMTV • Discovery (E&WI •
Lifetime (E&W) • TNN • BET •
American Movie Classics • ESPN 2

0‘
OR '.
HBe
CIEGETE sHownmE
$23.25 Mo.

6 HBO's
3 Cinemax's
2 Disneys
2 Showtimes
2 Movie Channels
22 Sports Only
Networks
ALSO. YOU CET
WHAT CABLE
DOES MOT OFFER!
ESPN2 • Comedy Central
The Cartoon Network
American Movie Classic
Spice I & 11 • Exxxlasy TV
Adam IL Eve • Playboy

28 CHANNELS
22

Services

Now Includes—

S16.50 MO.

COMING SOON! Anwrocas Talking • Military

Channei • Romance Ciessics • Turner Classic Movies • Home
Garden TV • Ece Channel • Fitness & Exams* TV • Games Channel • Ovabon Fine Ara Channel • Hontorn TV • Golden
Network • ..IS12 Channel • GOLF CHANNEL • Bookose • Hosiery Charmer • TV Macy s • Via TV • World Aloe..
Network • CNN internabonal • Catalog Channel • Garnmg and fnl..lanmeni Network • Talk Charm& • Menet Centra • New
Culture Network • Therapy Channel and Talk TV
AtriefiCA

Your Local Connection

CALL (502) 759-1835
-Preurray's Only COMplet• Horn* Entirrfainmont C•nlirr-

Cam's *A1
CHRYSLE*PlYWOUnr-DOOGE-JEEP-EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray
753-6448

NIETwORK

The Family Channel IE&W) • The
Weather Channel • Lifetime
IE&W1 • Prime Newrork • TBS •
Bravo • Comedy Central (E&W) •
American Movie Classics • INN •
CMTV • CNN • Headline News •
ME • USA Nelwork (E&W) •
Discovery (E&W) • Prime Tim.
(ABC CBS NBC)
24 • Nickelodeon (E&W) • TNT •

VISA

SOUND DESIGNS
AUDIO/VIDEO
Visit Our Showrooms at SOS Coldwaier Rd.
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EDUCATION
miwasainwaro

Sue McNeary, Environmental Education Outreach Coordinator, (right
works with students in Vona Gaillmore's class at Southwest Elementary
on recycling wallpaper to make gift boxes.

,
.1

Preschoolers at East Elementary demonstrate a hands-on technique by
painting themselves on people tut-outs.

41111PIMIIII
I
'
Calloway County Middle School Stars 8 students Daniel Fend, Miranda
Rogers and Keara Wallace are working on a weather project to be presented to fellow students

"•• ,911111

Kyle Rogers, Lori Jenkins, Justin Holland and Zach Lovett, Southwest
Elementary fifth grades. share their Animal Big Books they made with
the first and second-year primary students.

THE)
WONDERS
OF CATS
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Calloway County Middle School Stars 8 students, Russ Ferguson and
Jason Pittman are using the CD Rom to do research for a project.
Primary students at East Elementary in Martha Leet and Fonda Grogan's class are weaving as a way of learning the concepts of over and
under.

CLARIFICATION
Because of incorrect information provided to the Ledger and
Times, Kim Howard was misidentified in a photo of students in the
eight-grade play submitted by Murray Middle School last week.

Seven and eighth-graders a North Calloway Elementary Jimmy Letts.
Adam Kirks, Derrisha Coats and Atasha Riley designed and wrote stories about "The Wonders of Cats.'

Calloway County High School students are pictured with a small portion of the cans collected during their Need Line Food Drive.

4i11111-

No 4
Murray Christian Academy third graders Kellie Key claps out a rhythm
during music class.

Mariann Byerly, Justin Bearsby, Matt McCoy and Tara Etheridge, primary students at North Calloway, learned -Mary Had a Little Lamb," then
created their own lambs with paper and marshmallows.
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools 1753-43631 or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).
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The Calloway County High School student council donated a strawberry
cake from Dumplin's and $50 to the Humane Society's Holiday Bazaar.

- TOYS - BOOKS - GAMES - PUZZLES -

Murray High senior Heather Scott, the daughter of Richard and Brenda
Scott, has been selected as student of the week. She is involved in
FBLA, French Club, Medical Explorers, Tri Alpha and is an honor roll
student.

The future is in our hands...
Wee Care for your child's future.
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SMART
STOP
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Saturday Workshop,
.
Educational Supplies For
Parents / Teachers, Daycares,
Sunday School teachers.
1)ownlow.n Murray • 713-4146111

Full Day Educational Preschool Program
For Agee 6 Weak* To S Years
Gra a
ow... Award Cr..a.
101 Sea* i• Wawa • ?&I.sar
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Ankles
For SSW

Mobile
Homes For Sele

SEWING fobs wanted in
cluding formal wear
753 1061

VACATION certificates
Round Trip airfare only
b5C/Va Hawaii Ficir.ea
Bahamas Mexico Hotel
space must be purchased
must be used by March 15
436-5553 759 1320

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric senn•oes 200
amp $375 100 amp 9325
435 4027

IRON

IV/4 MEDICARE
INFOR NATION
Sitadican sipplernem
P1104111. ii Sr.
sundanied m 10
plans and we ante
all 10
Ile pan A deductible
yea, or your

EMI

Tint pay has been
Increased to $696 in
1994
For more information
call
McCON'NELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
783-4111
or astlaseride
$OO 458.4191
ra rear cd smut'
• at•

Miranda
be pre-

AS SEEN ON T V

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR TRAILERS
NO t eete,E eiCt
hot t Jo 0

ALLIANCE
Mello ,needeo.Ceeret

.,a.r,

LANA00114. •

1-800-334-1203

Microwave
Repair
All Brand.

Ward Elkins
753-1713

SEARS
Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
753-2310

OPEN FEB. 10 PIZZA
MAGIC, AURORA Open
Thursday Friday A Satur
day at 5pm Closed Sunday
mru Wednesday Pizza sa
,ads hot sandwiches,
gyros breadsucks
or carry out 474 8119,
1-800 649-3804

CLASSIFIED
Norma jearte's Nails

Happy 62nd
Birthday
Odell Hicks

Hot Was
Treat
Yourself Manicure

$10

830 se

755-1 1S7

Love, Wilma,
Dolores & Family
Brenda & Family

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

;on and
project

In O.
weel,

753-1916
DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in
a:hence!
ADJL'STN1ENTS
Adsertisen are requested
to check the first insertion
of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger A Times
will be responsible for only
one Incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported Immediately 60 correct:100S can be made.

LONELY/ To meet singles
in your area All ages Contact Locus USA 2342 University Station Murray KY
42071 3301
MEET nice singles wi
names phone is Down
Home Introductions
615 235 5000

LICENSED Cosmetologist
Fulltime position,
753-3688

FAST REFUNDS
IRS Electronic Filing — $25.00
Tax Returns Prepared —
Simple Return $35.00

KDL Bookkeeping &
Payroll Service
Kathy Lee
502-474-2796

. :.,,.'1,',

9,- •.,> -,)17:1
-.a A
rhythm

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
frloons open lot 6-001

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west tO Johnny Robertson Roan
sout ad So Haie Road nght on SCI Hale Road 1,4 nes
01414 10 1HE
753-0466

PutittC

BOOKKEEPING yeti good
computer skies luatime or
part time depending on
availability Salary corn
mensurate with experience
it skies Send resume to
PO Box 1594 Murray KY
42071
DO you need a GED/ Do
you need hope tor the fu
ture and help to get a solid
career/ We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753 9378 Fee days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
We are an EOE This pro
ject is funded by the West
ern Kentucky Prrvate In
dustry Council JTPA
EXPERIENCED cook
needed for afternoon shift
Apply in person at
Granny's 1006 Chestnut
Murray
EXPERIENCED carpenter
needed 5yrs experience
in all areas of construction
Job foremen for local con
tractor Call to set up ap
pointment 753-0834 or
759 9835
sales
FULLTIME
management positions
available College degree
preferred sales experience
helpful but not required If
interested call 753-2685
between 8 30am 5 Opm
Mon Fri
NO experience, $500 to
$900 weekly"potential processing FHA mortgage refunds
Own hours
1 501 646-0044 Eat 389
24 hours
PAM'S on the square
downtown Murray has a
waitress position to be
filled The hours are
8am 3 30pm Mon Fri
Apply at 410 Main Expen
ence preferred but not
necessary

PO Box 1033

Busiest*
Opportwity
OFFICE or business build
rig with ode:ening duplex
113$ 115 South 13th Sloe
the NE corner of 13th &
Podia/ Cal 502 753 6001

ANTIQUES by the piece Of
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436 2578
901 644 0679
CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns arid pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
PARTING out Chevy Ford
Dodge Datsun trucks and
cars Also buy cars & trucks
cash 753 4133 Murray
Recycling
WANTED TO BUY Tread
mill in excellent condition
Call 753-6080 after 5pm

PAPA John's Pizza in Murray is hinng a shift leader
Preferred pizza or management experience Apply in
person Dixieland Center

Articles
Foe Saki
10- FT brake Pro Two for
vinyl siding 436 2701
2 PROM dresses size 4
worn one time each
435 4241 after 6pm
RYOBI radial arm saw
with stand like new 25'
console RCA color TV
$100 489 2218

BOGARD trucking and ex
inc We haul top
soil, gravel, 1111 dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We •eoresent several Of the top rated
cor-Da",es inducting Continental Genera CA. Employers Healtn. ICH. Principe, M...rJal. Travelers, Union Bankers
wasn.^gton Nahonal, to give you the best
posse rates and benefits For To
Companies and Tog Service contact
Tony at 75341111

McConnell Ins. Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray

KY

Mobile
Horn.. For Rent
14X70 3ly 2 bath jus
remodeled in Panarama
Shores 436 5773
2BR Grogan 8 Mobile
Home Village Appliances
8 water furnished Cole
man RE 753 9898
2BR stove 8 refrigerator
furnished gas, central h a
$200mo $200 deposit
firm 12 miles east of Mar
ray, Hwy 94 & 497
474 2100
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking Os
lance to college 753 5209

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753 9600

CAMCORDER, excellent
condition Call 437-4327

HIDE A BED couch $120
desk $25 Fisher-Price
kitchenette $5 OBO
492 8603

PROFESSIONAL painters
with minimum of lour years
experience in painting residential houses inside and
out Applictions can be obtained at Black's Decorating Center, 701 S 4th St,
between 8am and 5pm
Monday through Friday
TEXAS REFINERY CORP
needs mature person now
in Murray area Regardless
of experience write TJ
Hopkins Box 711 Ft
Worth TX 76101

GARAGE door, 16X7
steel Call 502-7536001

MATTRESSES any size
Buy factory direct, Ask ab
out our Repads,Smtth Mat
Factory
tress
502 851 3160
NEW metal siding 8 roof
mg Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and garvalume Secondary
if available Portable car
port kits 489 2722 or
489 2724
SAUNA dry heat with a
Call
vibrating bed
502 753-6001

Mobsio
Home Lots For Rent
MOBILE home

lots or rent

492 8488

WANTED truck drivers. la
borers mechanic A con
crete plant manager Days
615-232-7001 or nights
615-232-7771

10911111m
WNW
At. I AA llama mid im
pee% lionisliprans I Lie
ISAllis Me an/ Sire
▪
Ciwirg Sewn 11106 16
121 Woe, '13 NIS

Business
Services

4 CAR garage with office 8
paved lot 753 4509
803 2200S0 ft
RE 753 9898

Coleman

DOWNTOWN office
space Court Square
upstairs beginning at $100
includes utilities Call De
bby at 753 1266

NICE new apartment lo
cated on MSU campus
2br fully furnished includ
Wig washer 8 dryer Water
pad $400'mo plus deposit
753 9650
TAKING applications tor
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 8 3 bed
rooms handicap access+
tile Equal Housing Oppor
tunny Apply Hilldale Apts
or call
Ky
Hardin
502 437 4113

1614 OLIVE all utilities
furnished kitchen /I living
r0001 privileges Coleman
RE 753 9898

2BR house on So 7th St
$350mo lease 8 dopesi
required 753 4109
4BR. 2 bath fully furnished
lakefront, deck whirlpool
tub weekly or monthly
rates
Coleman RE
753 9898
EXCEPTIONALLY nice
3br 2 bath brick $650 mo
lease 8 deposit required
753 4109
SMALL 3br house near the
university, furnished or un
furnished, $265mo plus
deposit 2br duplex at 411
N 5th appliances turn
ished, $2651mo plus depo
sit 492 8225

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $404no 759 4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Cat 753 2905

1 2 3BD apts Furnished.
very nice near MSU No
753 1 25 2
pets
days 753 0606 after 5pm
12x60 2BR gas heat For
sale or trade 435 4477
14X65 2 LARGE bedrooms, 2 full baths excellent condition service pole
$8900 328 8204
1993 16X60 2br. 2 bath.
may be left on lot In Panar
ama Shores 436-5773

& Tax Service
Call Tony Page at

753-8107

1BR near MSU appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753 4109
2BR duplex appliances
fenced back yard Available
March 151 $410/mo depo
sit references 492 8393
2BR duplex central ti,/a, all
appliances 5395/mo
753 9302 after 4pm
2BR duplex available Feb
15th on Northwood Dr
753 5731 or 759 4686
2BR townhouse new Spa
CtOuS all appliances induct
rig washer & dryer
753 4573
4BR 2 bath apts available
for Jan occupancy Centat
h,a applicances furnished
Located on Ducted Cole
man RE 753 9898
EFFICENCY apartment
water 8 garbage paid
$103mo 753 5980

Business on
a Budget?
Pun

fres 2s2 consisfenCy od in Ciassa-

fieds every clay incluchng the Shopper

tor S I 03 o rnonth (pod in advance)

Coll 753-1916 for details.

I 94 THINGS AND MONCI

EMBASSY 2br central
gas appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898
ktuR CAL Apartments nee
accepting applications tor
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEW 201 duplex with ca
port and mask* storage
no plus Mese & It.
,
$435
posit Call 753 7961
NEWLY constructed I &
20r apartm•nt neat MSt.;
:ad 753 0472
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MIXED hay Alfalfa Ti
mothy, .5 Fescue Square
bales 345 2196
STRAW for sale Racer
Coastal Store 10th 8
Chestnut 753 0858

AKC Golden ROOlOwerS
Shots II wormed Males
$150 Females $125 DIM
on premises
Sire
436 5671 No answer
leave message
AVA S Aviary SISS 7Ih St
KY 42071
Murray
759-4119 Hours Evenings
after 630 Sat 1 30 6 00
Sun 12 00 500 Birds
seed toys accessories
ENGLISH Setter 6mo old
male shots 8 wormed
435 4323
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858
PEG S Dog Grooming
753 2915

IS. PRIME acres on Coles
Campground Rd Option
available on 30 additional
acres *eh road frontage
Price:vats only Call Lou at
753 6869
58 ACRES prime develop
ment property southwest of
Must sew
Murray
759 9247
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges It
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our Mune
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
ROBERTS Realty Calle
way County s oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs call them to
day at 753 1651, Syca
more and 12th St

Tobacco Farmers

LYNN GROVE FEED & SEED, INC.
Offers a Complete Line of
• Green Houses
• Outside Float System
• Float Trays

• SO.1 Less MOOS
• Finished Plants
'Started Plants

Now booking started & finished plants
Construction available on greenhouses

1-800-831-3239

(502) 435-4415

TAYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT
- NO DOWN PAYMENT -

$52 900
is your ticket to an unbelievable 1555 sq. It,
BRICK HOME.Threr? bedrooms, 2 full baths,
28 great room, eat-in kitchen, large master
suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace, central heat &
air and many more amenities. Custom built
on crawl space. Garage, basement and other
options available.

tAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Over 1,000 Satisfied Customers
Since 1958

3418 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003

(502)554-3267

(502)582-1800

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612

K TI and Associates otter
rig a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 or 436 6099

Page Bookkeeping

CAREGIVER male ma
ore experienced reliable
will '1th/reveres such disab
ed elderly rI boggle' or
home errands grocery
shop etc Excellent fele,
7S36496 if no
emcee
answer Wave message on
anstvettng machine and I 111
return your call

WILL clean hoi.Aw*
sonabta rates reeve,. •
43? 4014

250

By Appointment Only

WILDLIFE
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens security
maintenance etc No exp
necessary Now hiring For
into call 219 794 0010 ext
7159 8am 9prts 7 days

CLEANING hOUSIPS is To
Witness Fleleble and..
s
penenced refeven..-es
10010 755W)

KILL ROACHES! Buy EN
FORCER OverNite Roach
Spray or OverNite Pest
Control Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons Kills
roaches overnight or your
money back GUARAN
TEEDI Available at Coast
to Coast 604 N 12th St
Murray KY

Income Tax

Domestic
6 Clrldcars

Licensed
Agent

Firewood
A FIREWOOD tor sale
137 4667

BODY conditioner 8 toner,
Call
5 unites in 1
502 753 6001

070

Terry
Tatlock

210

NICE banjo Asking
$16500 753 4545

PART time with potential
for tullume position for experienced office LPN or
RN Competitive wages
Send resume to PO Box
1040-C. Murray, KY

.11glyDuckling
1

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

WEIGHT bench $30 good
shape 759 1885

ASHLEY wood stove $200
obo 753-7814

ENSURE food supplement
8 cases for sale $15 case
901 642 8055

P.O. Box 1040A,
Murray, ICY 42071•

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

INDOOR ski exerciser
good buy 759 4045 home
762 2086 work

ANTIOUES Black walnut
length oak bed
vanity,
walnut wardrobe Ment
condition 345-2382

PARTTIME day & night
positions now available at
Sub way Please apply in
person 508 N 12th
Murray

Amences Second Car

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

SWEETHEART SALE 5%
down payment 7 99% to
qualified buyers 1 week
WASHER dryer Good only New 28X48 $29900,
New 16X80 $19900 New
working condition
16X60 $17900 New
753 0238
14X68 $14900 New
14X56 $12900 Used 14
wides from $5 995 5°,
down 7 99% 20 year h
nanong available LAKE
CONTEMPORARY King LAND QUALITY HOMES
waterbed with matress 2 641 2 miles North of Ben
$200
night stands
ton KY 502 527 5253
901-498 8950 alter 6pm
TRAILER 14X60 underpin
QUEEN size hide a bed
rung &storage building Will
8
green
beige background
sell building seperatly
gold floral design $150
753 7371
753 0797
WE move mobile homes
502 437 4608

FOR sale last chance for
AK 47 s 8 SKS s with milled
recervers 753 8738

180

Murray

Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving

Applamse
REFRIGEAATORS $75
$125 stoves $100 $125
washers $75 8 $125 dryer
$125 Clean good conoi
ton 354 8528 call anytime

SAVE BIG BUCKS on
Quality Built Energy Eli
cient Manulactured
Homes, One of Tennes
sees LARGEST & OLD
EST Dealers, Dinkins Ma
bile Homes Inc Hwy 79E
Pans TN 1 800 642 4891

NICE duplex 2tir central
ha appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898

Cavating.

Meat
Experienced
Cutter needed, full
position.
time
Apply to

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

100

NONPROFIT O6SGAN1z07,ON

Locations Coast to Coast

Brenda
Ned in
lor roll

BE SOUR OWN BOSS
Evanchng company seek
og sales replesentaexes
Great benefits set your
Own hours Send letter of
application to Mr Y P 0
Box 790 Murray KY

270

Powwow
111140•41

Classified Ad
Sale!
- February Only 43-un a Classified Line Ad
3 days get 1 day

FREE
days • 2 days free, 9 days - 3 days

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
V Ads must run three consecutive
days.
V No changes will be made in copy.
✓ Paid days will run first.
V No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads will
remain in etfect. If you are a regular classified
customer and your ad is already scheduled to
start in February, you will automatically receive the benefit from the sale.

Take Advantage
Of This
Sala and

SAVE!

Call

7153-1916
to place your ad.

•
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MUHHAY LELKLik H & TIMES

440

CONDOMINIUM lox sale or
lease Low utnees on SI*
security 753 3293 after
6orn

Lais
For Sais
LOT & 1,4 in Southwes
Villa Subdivision 150X140
trees al utilises available
Call 502 753 6001

Howe
Fee Sae
1304 Olive Blvd Exdulien
Blvd location 2 story colo
nal with columns LR for
mai dining library large
kitchen with island & pan
try large family room with
fireplace Stir 2 full 2 4
baths utility TOOT patio 2
car garage Call for appt
753-7689
1977 SKYLINE 14X70. 3br
1A bath, stove, retrgera
tor, central ha, $7,200
Must be moved 527-0900
2BR 1 bath with storage
building 11 miles from
town on Hwy 94 W
435 4560
20R home located near
downtown area Vacant &
ready for occupancy Pr
iced in th $20s Owner
asking for offer Contact
Kopperud Realty,
753 1222 64LSe 5332
39R home in town quiet
neighborhood Just re
duced to $50 500 Contact
Kopperud Realty
753 1222 MLSi 5269
BRICK duplex 2br, central
heat & air all appliances
1
yrs old in Northwood
753 9302 ahr 4pm

5 Points
Auto Repair
& Used Cars
19 Muni (mark,
mites,
5
46xxx
speed, AC
cassette
sporty
sharp
Books for
$4,700 a steal
$4,195
II..
'85 Cadillac Sedan
DeVIlle,
$3,495
loaded

LOOK at price and size'
How about 6br, 3 baths
living room, den, large
kitchen & lots of closets
Edge of city limits and only
$89,900 See this one
soon Fresh on the market
thru Kopperud Realty
753-1222. MLSil 5450
MUST see this home on a
hill with a wonderful view
4'A acres more or less, 3br,
2 bath, sunken den, formal
dining, within 12 miles of
Murray. but in TN Moody
Realty Co, 414 Tyson Ave
Paris TN 1 ,800-642-5093
REDUCED' Immediate
possession Southwest
school district 3br 2 bath
calmn kitchen dining room
Deck & shop 759-9359
RELAX & entoy the view of
KY Lake from this new dbr
2 bath home with abundant
storage areas including
walk in closets Affordably
priced in the $80 s Contact
Kopperud Realty
753 1222 MLS/ 5279
TWO story 3br 24 bath
brick home with carport
Located in Whanell Estates This lovely home has
a large living roornidning
room complex as well as a
large kitchen and family
room with fireplace The
master bedroom has a
large bathroom wavalk,in
closet Two bedrooms are
connected by a large bath,
room arid one bedroom has
a walk in closet The par
tally finished attic IS perfect
for a workroom or play
room The outside is suit
rounded by beauty Must
see to believe Shown by
appointment. only
753 4370
405
Auto
Parts
VEHICLES UNDER S200!
Cars auctioned by IRS
DEA FBI nabonencie
Truces boats motor
names computers and
morie, Cali Teal F'..'
I 0001 434-141I7
Fe aelsoi

NEW rt- kit kit for 889?
Chevy hillside 454 Corn
sass with shocks $500
i900 247 5737 after 7pm

1980 TRANSAM body
ceimilede but perscally da
essenteed toe resacwiewe
454 bag Mock eseseawit
Jri•• limn $t 000
'51 3'04 11101 Lech
.amoral
'964 NAV 3181 40 sees
ireseispie taw 1111 000 •
yeas lei•sr los
simin le: "13
'Ill ()LOS Tremolos
44494 '11 NO) OW
'2M11111w
feel 9014 OAS PO au
swan wieesiess 10 NO
1151e oar lee

1973 CHEVROLET dually,
454 'imbed good condition Call after 5pm
474 2111

1985 TOPAZ 981< mite
excellent condition am/fm
cassette sic Ask 13 500
492 8594 after 5pm

1992 JEEP Cherokee 454
a:Laded 32 XXX miles
$16 900 753 44 24
753-3632

1986 BUICK Skylark 40;
minor body damage.
$1 650 435-4294

1971 lord F-100 full sue
pick-up with 390 2 barrel,
auto. pis. pub air. trued
windows, good ores, very
good condition 759-1107

ANTENNA Repair and n
stallaeon Replace or instal
quakty Channel Master an
tonnes rotors and amplifiers Beasley a Antenna
Buchanan
Service
901-6424077

1985 SILVERADO twit all
options $3,000 obo
759-4740

ANTIQUE refinishing fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 7538066

1987 MAZDA 82000 ern/frn
cassette air bedliner, tool
box $3 250 489 2704 after 6pm

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maw
manufacturers At work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455

1986 CELEBRITY Euro
Sport one owner Nice.
asking $1850 753 4545
1986 NISSAN Centre red
4dr $1 150 437 4240 or
753-8469
1987 ELCAMINO p.s pub.
pa 25,XXX actual miles,
like new inside 8 out
7512039

84 Cavalier Wagon,
auto., p.s., p.b.,
AiC
$1,295

1989 OLDS 98 Regency
61 XXX miles excellent
condition, $7,300 obo
492 8684

'82 Plymouth Sapparo, 4 cyl., auto, 2
door, AC
.$1,695

1990 LUMINA Euro 4dr,
slate gray Nice can
382-2678
1990 NISSAN Maxima,
burgundy Excellent condition power everything
Call
$12,000 obo
753 4086 after 5pm

81 El Camino $2,895
'79 Lincoln Town
Car, loaded, sharp
30xxx actual
$6,995
miles
71 Ford 1 ton flat
bed, 351W .. 42,595
810.2 Coldwater Rd.
or See J B. Taylor
753-9181

CAMERO 1986 V6 clic
am'fm stereo, 89 XXX
miles $2600 753 2479

1988 JEEP sport truck prs
pt a/c, 4sp 50 XXX ongi
nal miles After 5 00pm
759-1412
1992 MAZDA 82200 ex
tended cab with topper
white with chrome wheels
bumper, 21 XXX miles
$11,000 759-1745
NEW 4 lift kit for
Chevy fullsize 4X4
plete with shocks
(901)247-5737 after

88-92
Corn
$500
7pm

418
Campers
1978 24FT motor home
18,XXX miles origina
owner, all options, $11,500
or best offer 1709 Calloway Ave

EIN
Vans
1990 FORD Aero Star EXT
47xxx miles one owner
fully loaded extra nice
753 5539 7533-0509

Sotreplic

i981 FORD 1 ton dually, 5
passenger, sleeper 5th
wheel puller 460 Ford
auto ac, excellent condition 436 5811 or 436-2071
after 6pm

Aulhortzed
BRIGGS & STRATTON
and KOHLER
Service Center

2kilsti
C--1

Opening For Business Feb. 21st

Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071

BCS Tillers

Also Repair Work

Reuut Lamb
Richard Lamb

753-2925

WOOD WORKS
,Q •

L9 f18

Computer Cut Vinyl, Logos and Letters Custom
Banners, Plywood Signs, Magnetic Signs, Vehicle
Lettering. Plexiglass Signs, Window Lettering, Real
Estate Signs. Office Signage, Greeting and Advertsing
Posters, Sanreilasted Redwood Signs Architectural
Signs . Metal and Foam Letters, Bronze Plaques. Trade
Show SignsiDisplays Any Custom Wood Works
Call 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax
We Accept MasterCard 8Vosa

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

"4-3,

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
rae SUNBURY MURRAY Etainirie Elt.nny Illosacn
753 5940

ALPHA Sudden, - Carpentry remodeling, porches
r002019, 030Clete. &Me
ways painting. manic
mance etc Free estimates
489 2303

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years as
BOBBY
penance
HOPPER 436-5848

35FT 1988 JAYCO designer 5th wheel nice
$17000 1986 Landel pontoon boat 20h 50hp Mercury $3,750 492 8360

Used
Trucks

1992 BUICK Roadmaster
COMFORT arid then some'
garage kept 29 XXX miles
L shaped 3 bedroom brick
still under factory warranty
ranch central gas heat
p/w pa cruise, tilt ABS
kitchen appliances located
airbag 350 V-8 with 25.
west of the university. low
MPG on highway
560's Century 21 Loretta
753-3304
Jobs Realtors 753-1492
COUNTRY Irving at its best
3br 1 bath brick home 2
acres more or less Just
over the TN line Priced in
the 40's Moody Realty Co
414 Tyson Ave Paris TN
1 800 642-5093

985 NISSAN Puisar good
condition ciean ac cas
woe low price After 6pm
753 7857

84 Cutlass Cierra, 4
dr., p.s., p.b ,
$2,195
sharp

'83 Mazda GLC 4
door, 5 speed, AC,
cassette.
$595

Unless
Mese

Used
Tn.icse

Used
Cara

14FT fiberglass bass boa
& trailer with a 40 Yamaha
with power tlt 2 depth fin
ders foot operated trolling
motor Sharp, 436 5571
1987 BOMBER Croppy
mate with 90hp Johnson
motor 489-2394
1988 20FT Cuddy Cabin
Bayliner Small black
Chevy with OMC outdrive.
skies & life Jackets boat in
excellent condition 18 500
obo 759-4618

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing tree work
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding paint
ing Free estimates 18
years experience Lout re
twericars 436-2701
HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling vinyl siding
vinyl replacement win
dows vinyl flooring
436 2052
HEATING Ron Hal Heat
ing Coding and Electric
Co Service unit replacement and complete installSon licensed gas installer
Phone 4-35 4699
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING 'Serving Calloway Co
for 22 years' CarpetsUpholstery Emergency
water removal 753-5827
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair replace
ment 759-1515

Need a
Plumber?
Call

BACKHOE Service corn
plete foundations septic
systems R H Nesbitt Ma
sonry Phone 492-8516
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system drive
ways hauling foundations
etc 759 4664
B&G Maintenance & lawn
care Free estimates Ask
Bill 759-4490

Sudden Service

959-1011
ALL gutters & leaves
cleaned Leaf pickup A
hauling Call David Bailey
at Sarfari Lawn Care
753 6986
EXPERIENCED dry wall
Inshing References available 436 2060

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran
PLUMBING repairman with
753 1134 or
teed
same day service Call
436-5832
436 5255
CARPET installation 30
ROCKY COLSON Home
plus years experience
Repair Roofing, siding
commerical and residen
painting plumbing con
hat, vinyl tile berber Work
crete Free estimates Call
guaranteed Measures and
474-2307
repairs Call 474 2131 or
437 4543
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for SHEETROCK finishing
motor home. boats RVs textured ceilings Larry
and etc Excellent protec• Chnsman 492-8742
tion, high quality excellent
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
value Roy Hill 759 4664
Removal Insured with full
CHIN Chlm Chimney line ol equipment Free es
Sweeps has 10% senior timates Day or night,
citizen discounts We sell 753-5484
chimney caps and screens
THE Gutter Co Seamless
435 4191
aluminum gutters variety
COUNTERTOPS, custom of colors Licensed in
Homes trailers offices sured Estimate available
Wultf's Recovery, Murray 759-4690
436-5560

NEEDED good used boats
& motors for sale on cosign.
merit No sale no charge
436-5464 Wayne Darnell CUNNINGHAM'S Heating VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Marine repair Smiles out ol
and Coding Service Com- Service Center clearvng
Murray on Hwy 121 S
plete installation and ser servicing $15 most repairs
vice
Call Gary at $35 Free estimates Route
530
1 Almo Open 9-12, 1-5.
759-4754
Senile's
Mon -Fri , 753-0530
CUSTOM
bulldozing
and
Offered
backhoe work, septic sys- WILL sit with sick & elderly
1 1 1 1 A Hauling. moving tems 354 8161 after 4pm References. 474-2386
clean up, odd jobs. tree
trimming, tree removal, CUSTOM bush hogging WINDOW & door repair
mulch hauling Free ess- & tilling (up to 6-deep) 20 yrs experience
753-2330
Tim Lamb 489-2995
males
436-5744
DRYWALL, finishing. re- ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
1 1 1 A Hauling tree trim- pairs. additions and blow- Heating Cooling & Electric
Inc Service, sales and inming tree removal, clean- ing ceilings 753-4761
stallation (502) 435-4699.
ing out sheds, attics & odd
435-4327
jobs Free estimates
436 2102 Luke Lamb
Al 1A leaf raking & mulch
irig light hauling 436-2528
ask for Mark
Al AL'S hauling yard
work tree removal mowing
Free estimates
759-1683

Protect Your Number One Investment

MI

DIA DIY PAINTING

S

Zel

Al, AL'S hauling. yard
work, tree removal, mowing
Pree estimates
759-1683
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
5pm, 759 9816 753-0495
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753-4931

High Standards With An Extra Touch For Detail

CONTRACT BRIDGE

The Visualization Factor

GARLAND'S
PROFESSIONAL PAINTING
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The best guide to the opening lead
usually comes from the bidding. Declarer and his partner often exchange
revealing information about their
hands, which the defenders are then
at liberty to turn to their advantage.
Examine this case where West,in
coneideri ng his opening lead,should
deduce from the bidding that North South are likely to hold at leasteight
clubs (probably divided 3-5 or 4-4,
and poesibly 4-5).
This reasonable assumption
leads to the conclusion that East has
at most one club and can ruff the
second round of the suit
Accordingly, West leads the ace
of clubs and continues with his highest club — the nine — ass signal for
East to return the higher-ranking
suit las between spades and diamonds)after he ruffs at trick two.
Without the suit -preference return of the nine. East would have a
difficult choice an to which suit 10
switch to at trick three Hut thanks
to the nine play. East has no problem
returning a spade after ruffmg the
club
West taker the ace, platys a third
1 lob, and /South lures four tricks bailor. he can get started Without the
ei•adobe Isout, declarer would hive
diftta catty making the contract

0106.1410/M, I lutigh Itu, NOVI*

Read the classifieds

Murray High School
releases honor roll
Murray Hugh School has released
the honor rolls for the second nine
weeks and first semester as follows
11tb Grade
led "Weis
Al As
Kethryn McNury wad Nome Wood.
All A's A II's
Dee Banks, Ebsebeth annedau adatesit
Brougluon, Ashley &trims. Angela Colson.
Bryan Owns, Candace Ehemann. Karen
Fader, Angela Fuck, Jut. Gust/ea. Silt
phank Hill. Robert Howard, Alex Hoot,
Angela Hutchens, Sutphen thaersoi, Knaen
Johnson, Joanna Kau& Susan Kneb, Jennifer
Leery, kneeler Lew., Cory Martin, Robert
Natalry. lofin DRYHT Poyang, Joe David
Rayburn, Dena Thomas and Adam Well.
Grade
IC Semester
Al A's
Floated, Breadths, Kathryn McNeary
end Demme Woods
All A's & B's
Des Banks, Elazabeth Bra:walnut Amy
Borges., Ashley Burgess. Angela Colson,
Candace Dammam, Kenn Fischer, Angela
Each, Julie Gustafson, Saephanie Hal, Alex
Ham, Angela Hutchens, Stephen Ingereol,
Knsun Johnson. Joanna Kind, Susan Kneb,
Jennifer Leary, Jennifer Lesn.s. Cory Martin.
Ruben Sault& Joe David Reybuni and Dana
Thorne.
10th Grade
led 9.Weeks
Al A's
Ken Bezzell,lay son Braun, I..cah Chnst
anal and Ryan Cunningham
All A's & B's
Seth Allgood. Dusan Alton, Kann Cald
well, Album Cantrell, Carroll Lane Qmst
opher, Danielle Glover, Kann Green, Neely
Green, Came Griffith,. Sean Harerstock,
Rachel Huuon. Heather Jedari, Enka John
son, Jessica Ione.. Defend Klepper, Julie
!Crouse, Amy McCarty, Alyson McNua,
Greg Miller, Pnyesh Nathu, Jennifer Olscat
Summer Roberson. Emma Shaw, Sarah
Snyder, Stacy Thomas, Amberly Vance.
Timothy Vaughan, Owes Valanove, Preston
Weatherly and Jason West
10t1 Grade
1st
Al A's
Ken Bazzell, Jay son B moan, Leah Ch n it
enien, Carroll Lane Christopher, Ryan Cun
noigharn, Danielle Glover. Emma Shaw and
Chat Villanova
All At aed B's
Seth Allgood, Dusun Alton, Hilary Bel
titer, KaITII Caldwell, Allison Cantrell, Ste
pilot Crouch, Ethan Crum, Karen Grecn,
Neely Green, Came Graffahs, Sean Haver
dock, Joseph Hayman, Tim Hinton, Rachel
Hutson, Andrea Jackson, Heather Jedan.
Enka Johnson, Jennifer Jones, Jessica Jones,
David Klepper, Julie Krouse, Amy McCarty,
Alyscm McNua,Greg Miller. Pnyesh Nadal

/enrolee Olson, Summer Roberson, Sarah
Sawed, Catalan Traenck, Amberty Vance,
Timothy 9aeglas, Preston Weatherly, Jason
West Leigh Ann Yates arid Shannon Young
I Ith Grade
2ad 11-Weeka
All A's
Kease Bowes Rachel Cella, LOI1 Cook.
Angela Faubenks, David Graves, Caleb
Johnson Joel Johnson and Mary Maddox
All A's & B's
Adam Blalock, Dena Blankenalup San
Amanda
Hanehne, Teryn Hansen,
Dance,
Michael Hornbeck, Cry dal Johnson, 1 racy
Pentane, E.nca Rowlett Paul Scam and
Hillary Small
1 Ith Grade
tC SREW•eger
All A's
tsetse Bennea, Rachel Cella, Lon Cook
Sara Dames, Angela Fairbanks, David
Graves, Caleb /datum and Joel Johnson
All A's & B's
Adam Blalock, Dana Blankenship, Kt
chard 'cam, Amanda Henan., Elizabeth
Harrington, Michael Hornbeck, Mary Mad
don, Tracy Perarthe, Paul Scott and Hillary
Small
12th Grade
2ed 9-Weeks
All A's
Jennie Bell, Rot, Carpenter. Misty Clark.
Damon Galloon, Sara Fats, Christopher
Fuhrrnann, Sam Green, Victona Holton
Ahem Michel, Jennifer Schultz, Heather
Scott and Maggie Snyder
All A's sad 19'1
Courtney Adam., Geoffrey Ball. Apra
Barksdale, Kathy Bombe, Valerie Chapman.
Alone Crider. Rachelk Falk, Brun Elickin
ger, Rthanio Garcia, Allison Graham. Adam
Grogan, Angela Hasty, Laura Hubbard,
Noelle Jedan, Sarah Klan, Jennifer
Nicole McCarthy, Megan Mahnauskas, Jus
un Miller, Keay Olson, Denise Parnah, Joy
Roach, Beth Rose, Melony Stambaugh.1 odd
Vinson, Jasmine Van Volkinhurg and Man
Weathedy
12th Grade
1st Semester
All A's
Geoffrey Ball. Rob Carpenter, Misty
Clark, Damon Cohoon, Alone Cnder, Sara
Fats. Brun Fbckthger, Chnstopher Fuhr
mann, Sam Omen, Victoria Holton. Noelle
Jedan, Sarah Klaus. Megan Mahnauskas,
Alhion Pntchett, Beth Rose, Maggie Snyder,
Jasmine Van Vollunburg and Todd Vinson
All A's and B's
Courtney Adams, April Barksdale, /CI= C
Bell, Kathy Bombs, Valerie Chapman, Re
chelle Falk, Alloon Graham, Adam Grogan.
Angela Hasty, Laura Hubbard, Scott Krieb,
Jennifer Lee, Nicole McCarthy, Jill Miller,
Stephan. Mott, DCIIISG Pamsh, Jun Reid,
Joy Roach, Jennifer Schultz, Heather Scott,
Melony Starnbaugh, Krosi Venvey and Man
Weatherly

HOROSCOPES
WEDNESDAV,FEBRUARY 16, 1994
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
TODAY'S CHILDREN may be dreamers and idealists, but they are
astute enough to know that half a loaf is better than none. Small triumphs
will sustain them while they work for larger victories. Their optimism is
linked to their belief that change is usually beneficial. Versatile and openminded, they always seem to have an alternative plan in mind. Their inquisitive nature is legendary, making them wonderful scholars or lawyers. In
romance, they seek a partner who will be their best fnend.
iTo mt. a ['nosed and updated copy of Jenne Doon's best-selltng book -Yesterday, Today and Ferns
er How Astrology. Can Help l'ou Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send S895 pl. SI postage and bandltng
to Duton. ti. Andrews and McMinel. PO. Box 419242. Kans. City. Ago 64141 Make checks payable me
Andrews and Mt

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Making a completely new. beginning
now will bring long-range stability
to your life. You find the financial
security you have sought. Legal
papers are likely to be signed in
May. Look forward to capitalizing
on other people's talent, business
skills or discarded resources. Collaborations and speculative ventures
are favored in the fall. A change of
occupation is possible by this time
next year.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actor LeVar Burton,
tennis star John McEnroe. actress
Gretchen Wyler, singer-restaurateurpolitician Sonny Bono.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
You need to make ,a completely
realistic assessment of your financial position. Changing priorities at
work require fresh strategy. Stay on
top of things.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Innovative ideas — yours or someone else's — will introduce more
fun into your routine. An original
zoncept is really quite practical.
Roundabout methods work best
when dealing with opinionated people.
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20): All
unusual ideas should be closely
examined. Otherwise, you might
dismiss a proposal that has real
potential! Welcome an opportunity
to use someone else's resources, but
beware of secret dealings in the
night.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22): An
opportune time to invent, travel or
explore. Use your imagination to
visualize an ideal state of affairs,
then work to bring it about. Get in
touch with neighbors who moved
away.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): An
unexpected condition requ,tres
prompt attention Proceed with
tounseling, scheduling and OfganiZ
ing efforts. Be careful when handling financial matters this after WWI
VW()(Aug 21 Sept 221
Hik Ing 4 twisting companion is not
cosatIte thought. Go it
.omits.
410115 kliowsa for books or videos
lionicoiic flatlets you Refuse to
(it. miiiitiii,
,olscd in 4 gel rah-quick

scheme.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
good day for exploratory' activities.
Probe for the truth. A business liaison holds interesting possibilities.
Latch on to anything with a profit
potential. Dress comfortably.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211:
You may find someone a bit unpredictable from time to time. Learn to
live with it! Self-reliance is the
name of the game. Polish your
skills. Pursue a favorite hobb
evenings or weekends.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec."
21): Your ability to see more than
one side of an issue brings new
financial rewards. Gravitate to people who love you for who you are
not for what you can do for them.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): A chance encounter may clue
you in to what is really going on.
Pay attention to your personal
needs, not to what other people have
accomplished. Overseas business
interests could lead to a windfall.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Something exciting happens today.
A public relations coup puts you in
an enviable position. The next few'
days may be cntical. Guard against
making a misstep. Influential people
are in your corner.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
There could be a mystery' surrounding someone you meet for the first
time. Do not be taken in by a deceptive financial proposition. Guard
your valuables_ Put the finishing
touches on an Important project.

90 percent of all shoppers make a point to
read newspaper ads,
including 23 percent
who look for specific
ads. On the other
hand,58 percent of
viewers don't pay
attention to television
commercials they see.
Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky, 1991
lbe Preston Group, Lexington. Ks
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY IS, 1994

LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Feb. 15, the 46th day of 1994. There are 319
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on Feb. 15, 1944, Allied forces heavily bombed the
monastery atop Monte CaSSIDO in Italy to deny the Germans a vantage
point. However, New Zealand and Indian forces were unable to take
the posiuon after the bombing.
On this date:
In 1564, the Italian astronomer Galileo Gahlei was born in the city.
of Pisa.
In 1764, the city of St. Louis was established.
In 1820, Susan B. Anthony, one of America's leading pioneers of
women's rights, was born in Adams, Mass.
In 1842, a private mail service in New York City introduced the
first adhesive postage stamps.
In 1942, the British colony Singapore surrendered to the Japanese
during World War II.
In 1965, Canada's new flag, with its maple-leaf design, was
unfurled in ceremonies in Ottawa_
In 1982, 84 men were killed when 3 huge oil-drilling rig, the Ocean
Ranger, sank off the coast of Newfoundland during a fierce storm.
In 1992, Benjamin L. Hooks announced plans to retire as executive
director of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People.
Ten years ago. Leamon R. Hunt, the American director general of
the multinational force in Egypt's Sinai Peninsula, was fatally shot in
Rome by a group saying it wanted "imperialist forces out of Lebanon." Musical star Ethel Merman died in New York at age 76.
Five years ago: The Soviet Union announced that the last of its
troops had left Afghanistan, after more than nine years of military
intervention.
One year ago: President Clinton issued an economic "call to
arms,'' asking Americans in a televised Oval Office address to accept
a painful package of tax increases and spending cuts to rebuild the
economy.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Kevin McCarthy is 80. Former Illinois
Congressman John Anderson is 72. Comedian Harvey Korman is 67.
Actress Claire Bloom is 63. Author Susan Brownmiller is 59. Actress
Marisa Berenson is 46. Actress Jane Seymour is 43. Singer Melissa
Manchester is 43.
Thought for Today: "We live by encouragement and die without it
.— slowly, sadly and angrily." — Celeste Holm, American actress.

Ten years ago
Calloway County Fiscal Court
approved the list of roads for
maintenance and improvements at
its meeting.
M.C. Garrott writes about John
Dale. local minister, in his column, "Garrott's Galley."
Bayberry Lanning, daughter of
Adam and Bunny Lanning, qualified for Junior Showmanship for
Westminster Kennel Club Dog
Show at Madison Square Garden,
Feb. 13 and 14.
Oneida Boyd, Ann Brooks,
Bess Kerlick and Evelyn Wallis
of Murray Woman's Club
attended the Legislative Day for
Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs held recently at Frankfort.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Bill Sherman,
Jan. 24; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Thomas Brown Jr., Feb.
1.

Twenty years ago
Walter L. Apperson, publisher
of the Murray Ledger & Tunes,
has been president of the new
Jaekson Purchase Museum at
Murray State University.
Thomas E. Warren and Ross R.
King of Murray have enlisted in
the United States Army.
Eight sets of twins are enrolled
at Calloway County High School
this year. They are Candy and
Carla Ramsey, Marilyn and Pain(la McKenzie, Patty and Phillip
Sims, Joni and Janice Shelton,
Dicky and Ricky Burkeen, Donnie and Ronnie Armstrong, Kent
and Tim Letterman, and Jimmy
and Johnny Rudd.
John Dale spoke on "People,
Teachers and Preachers" at the
annual Ministers' Night meeting
of Murray Civitan Club.
In high school basketball
game, Calloway County High

DEAR ABBY. Regarding the
pathetic attempt at humor by the
author of "The Childless Couple.- I
reply with a different perspective.
I've been married for 11 years
and have had to miscarriages. My
heart has been broken so many
times that I'm surprised that I still
have a heart.
My spouse and I don't sun ourselves in Florida as the piece suggested. We can't afford to — we've
spent all our money on fertility testing and surgical procedures. trying
to correct the problem that prevents
us from being parents.
So, here's the author's kind of
humor back at him or her: May all
your children die in a horrible

dent on their way to visit you. Then
you, too, will have a glimpse of the
heartache of childlessness. You
think that's morbid humor'? Touche.
ACHILDLES'S COUPLE
IN OREGON

School Lakers beat Tilghman
High team scorers were Greg
Howard for Murray and Dunbar
for Tilghman.
Thirty years ago
Efforts will be made to make
the city jail more escape proof,
according to a report by City
Councilman Charles M. Baker,
chairman of Police Committee of
the Murray City Council.
Mrs. David Gowans of Murray
Woman's Club is serving as
Heart Sunday Chairman for Murray in 1964. The club is sponsoring the Heart Sunday phase of the
Heart Fund Drive.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Garth Edwards, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Buel Mohundro,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ferrell
Miller.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Middle Tenneske

ters from other couples who
find no joy in being childless:
DEAR ABBY: What made you
think your readers would appreciate a piece as cruel as the one you
published titled "The Childless Couple!
Abby, there is nothing sadder
than a childless couple, especially a
couple who desperately, wants to
have a child hut cannot — or a couple who is childless because their
only child has died.
We who have children may find
humor in the scenarios, but what
about thoge-who did not choose to
he childless'? They would welcome
the sleepless nights, diaper rash

DEAR CHILDLESS COUPLE:
I'm sorry you were offended by
the tongue-in-check piece about
the advantages of being childless. It was not meant to be
taken seriously.
Good luck in your efforts to
become parents — as parents
everywhere will tell you, the
joys far outweigh the sacrifices.
READERS: Read on for let-
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DEAR COMPASSIONATE:
The piece was intended to be
humorous. Of course my heart
goes out to those who yearn to
be parents hut cannot. Please
forgive any inadvertent pain it
caused you.
•• •

DEAR ABBY: There are many of
us who are childless not by choke.
Have you ever stopped to think of
what our lives might be like? Yes,
you might see us -relaxing around
swimming pixils in Florida or trotting off to Europe like lonesome
fikils,- hut have you ever stopped to
consider that we might be attempting to escape loneliness — the loneliness that the void of childlessness
has created in our lives?
It is very easy to cast judgment
on others, but I suggest before you
do that, you "walk in our shoes."
The saddest part of my day is when
I hear the endless complaints some
people make about their children.
This is the injustice of it all: You are
blessed with gilts from God — your
children — yet you do nothing but
complain of the responsibility, cost,
problems, etc.
Well, be thankful for your blessings, because you might just raise
'children who will be childless by
choice — because of your actions as
parents.
CHILDLESS IN HOUSTON

DR. GOTT
Beverly Hills of the

CATHY
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35 Sec of
Mass . inits
36 Spanish
Mister
38 Actor Robbins
39 Chinese
pagoda
40 Violent
whirlwind
41 - Aviv
42 Military abbr.
43 Gratuity
45 Rocky hill
46 Mao - -lung
47 Actor Asner
48 Also
49 Checked the
flavor of
52 Of aircraft
54 Future attys '
exam
56 Opp of NNW
57 Speed
contest
58 Scatters
iseeds)
59 Wide shoe
size
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
20 LIEZ-AKb,EL.-WEVE
BEEN MARRIED FOR
ALMOST 20 yEAKs

By Peter H. Gott, Ml)
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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leachers
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and never-ending crises most parents have experienced. If you
haven't walked in their shoes. you
can't possibly understand the pain
of praying 14 a child and never having that prayer answered.
COMPASSIONATE PARENT
WHO ACHES FOR THOSE
LESS FORTUNATE

READERS: Tomorrow, letters from those who saw the
humor of the satirical piece.
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Blue Raiders 86 to 79. High team
scorers were Jim Jennings for
Murray and Kempf for Middle.
Forty years ago
Army Pvt. James W. Elkins,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert D.
Elkins, is serving with I Corps in
Korea.
Dr. J.A. Outland is conducting
a weight control class at Calloway County Health Center.
Mildred Kincaid, nursing consultant for State Division of Mental
Health, was a guest speaker.
In high school basketball
games, New Concord Redbirds
beat Kirksey Eagles, Hardin
Eagles beat Hazel Lions, and Farmington Wildcats beat Lynn
Grove Wildcats. High team scorers were Kingins for New Concord, Parker and gibbs for Kirksey, Boggess for Hardin, Byers
for Hazel, Smith for Farmington
and Miller for Lynn Grove.

DEAR ABBY
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DEAR DR. GOTT, I've read there
are various ways of fighting tooth
decay. other than simply brushing
Examples are drinking green tea,
kissing, eating cashew nuts, drinking
through a straw, munching on Gouda
cheeses, and chewing on an Indian
evergreen tree leaf Your comments'
DEAR READER. Wow. If kissing
retards tooth decay, this is the best
news since Napoleon's defeat at
Waterloo /1 don't believe it Nor do I
believe that the other methods you
mention will help much either
You should ask your dentist about
this, but it's my understanding that
tooth decay can best be conquered by
fluoridation or using fluoride tooth
paste), brushing after every meal,
flossing regularly. going easy on
sweets, and following a program of
regular dental check-ups and hygiene,
such as that promulgated by the
American Dental Association.
If your dentist endorses kissing as a
decay-preventive, let me know But I
must say that it hasn't particularly
helped me. yet Does it matter whom
you kiss'
DEAR DA GOTT What causes eyelid twitching"
DEAR READER Nervousness.
usually Called a "tic.- eyelid twitching is often associated with high anxiety states, fatigue and stress. The
condition is ordinarily harmless and
will resolve in a few days. although it
may return as stress levels rise No
treatment is required
DEAR DR GOTT What are the
chances of a vasectomy being
reversed" I've had the procedure! and
regret it already
DEAR READER Vasectomy', a
form of contraception in which the
tubes from the testicles are tied off
and cut, is reversible with microsurgi
cal techniques However, the opera
lion is difficult and, even in the best
experts' hands, the success rate is
less than 50 percent
If you are senously considering hay,
mg the procedure performed, find the
urologist in your community who is
most familiar with the operation In
this way, you will obtain the maximum
chance of success
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report -contraception Other readers who would like a copy should send
$I 2S plus a long, self addressed,
stamped envelope to P 0 Box 2433,
New York, NY 01183 Be sure to men
lion the title
1,44 NEWst.krytt 10M:it/lust: AM"
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Seminar set
for April 2

Student to present exhibition
Michelle Lane Passmore. a bachelor of fine aru candidate with
emphasis on painung, will present
exhibition
baccalaureate
her
through Feb. 20 in the upper level
of the Eagle Gallery in Murray State
University's Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
PaSSMCWe'S exhibit. oiled "In My
Temple," includes pit fired ceramic
pieces, both hand-built and wheelthrown. The exhibit also includes
paintings in various media consisting of oils, acrylics and watercolors.
The exhibit's subject mauer is
both figurative and abstract and
incorporates the human form placed
in imaginary environments. The

utle refers to the mind, body and
soul of the arust. Passmore likens
the environments she creates in her
pieces to a "secret hiding place... a
place of solitude."
The opening reception for Passmore's exhibit was held from 5 to 7
p.m. on Sunday, Feb. 13,in the 5th
floor lobby of the Eagle Gallery
The Eagle Gallery is open Mondays, Wednesdays and Fndays from
8 a.m. to 6 p.m., Tuesdays and
Thursdays froni 8 a.m. to 730
p.m., Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. and Sundays from 1 p.m. to 4
p.m. For more information, contact
Albert Sperath, director of University Galleries, at 762-6734.

United Way softball tourney
scheduled to begin April 16
The second annual United Way
softball tournament is scheduled for
Saturday, Apnl 16.
All companies/businesses in
Murray and Calloway County are
encouraged to recruit team members from their employees to represent them in the tournament.
The registration fee is S85 per
team and each team is asked to
furnish their own official blue dot
game balls.

Kenlake Foods won the traveling
plaque and first place t-shirts from
last year's double elimination tournament_ This year's winning team
will be presented with the plaque
and first place t-shirts again. Second place team members will also
receive t-shirts.
For further information, contact
the United Way office at 753-0317
or Mike Comeu at 753-6619.

Adults interested in the Bachelor
ot Independent Studies (B.I.S.) degree at Murray SLAW University can
learn more about the program during a seminar scheduled for Saturday, April 2 in the Mississippi
Room of the Curns Center
Persons considenng the Bachelor
of independent Studies may receive
an invitation to the seminar after
completing an application which
requires a $25 application fee.
Dr. Hughie Lawson, director of
the B.I.S. program,said the purpose
of the seminar is to give participants
enough information to enable them
to make an informed decision
whether to enter the program.
Admission to the program requires
that students already have at least 12
semester hours of college credii
"The B.1.S. program is intended
especially for adults who already
have college credits, but who had to
Leave college before completing the
baccalaureate degree," Lawson
said. "We can help these people,
because the B.I.S. offers greater
flexibility in earning academic credits than traditional degree programs. This can be important for
adults who have other obligations,
such as work or family."
Seminar participants will receive
a thorough introduction to the program, its requirements and the process of earning credits to fulfill
them. "We want people interested
in the B.I.S. to contact us right away
about this seminar," Lawson said.
"This is important because participants should get started early enough
to obtain transcripts of their previous college experience. Part of the
seminar involves planning the student's future program, which requires a record of their college
credits."
For more information about the
seminar or to request an application
form, call the Murray State Center
for Continuing Education at 7623021 or 1-800-669-7654.

Vsolos
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VALENTINE PARTY — Fern Terrace Lodge held ItS annual Valentine
party on Monday afternoon, Crowned as Valentine Queen and King
were Novalee Swift and Lester Garland, center, top photo. Crowned as
Duke and Duchess were, top photo, right, Norette Hill and Bill Wrather,
Wilkerand as Prince and Princess, left, Lonnie Rayburn and Francis
son. Others named, bottom photo, were from left, seated, Mina Waters.
oldest resident, Uldine Evans, best groomed, Gracie Herndon, most
talented, standing, Bernis Bridges, most friendly, Pearl Skinner, longest
resident, and Pat McCain, most helpful.

DEATHS
Mrs. Clara Jewel Waters
Mrs. Clara Jewel Waters, 89, Poplar Street, Murray, Monday at
1:55 p.m. at the Life Care Center, Jonesboro, Ill.
She was a member of Bell City Baptist Church.
Her husband, Ernest Van Waters, to whom she was married on Feb.
2, 1934, died Dec. 8, 1984. One stepson, Roy Waters, died in 1993.
Born April 5, 1904, she was the the daughter of the late Jack Cook
and Viania Ward Cook.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Linda Fayc Fisher and husband, the Rev. Carl Don Fisher, Thebes, Ill.; one stepson, Harry
Waters, Velvedere, Ill.; one brother, L.D. Cook, Murray; three grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren; 10 stepgrandchildren; 26
stepgreat-grandchildren; 15 stepgreat-great-grandchildren.
Funeral rites will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. A.W. Landis will officiate. Burial will
be in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. Wednesday.

Glenda Carolyn Thompson
Glenda Carolyn Thompson, 50, Cameron, La., died early Saturday
morning at Louisiana State University Medical Center, Shreveport.
La.
A graduate of Springville High School, she completed nursing training at Henry County Vo-Tec. School. She worked with Henry County
Home Health Care until 1990 when disability forced her to retire. She
was a member of First Baptist Church, Cameron.
Born Aug. 11, 1943, in Henry County, Tenn., she was the daughter
of Tracie Lucille McBride and Cooper James Thompson.
Survivors include her mother, Mrs. Tracie Lucille McBride, Paris,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Lenda T. Jordan and husband, Merrill, Cameron, La.; two brothers, Robert Thompson and wife, sandra, Patterson,
La.. and Ronnie Thompson and wife, Kala, Murray; five nieces, Tracy, Shawna, Tami. Tasha, and Kimberly Thompson; two nephews.
Scott and Robert Thompson; three great-nieces and nephews, Ashley.
Karly and Darrick Thompson.
The funeral was today at 11 a.m, in the chapel of McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Waymon Culp of First Baptist Church,
Cameron. La., officiated. Burial was in Bethesda Cemetery.

Mrs. Lila Cope
Funeral rites for Mrs. Lila Cope will be today at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. John Hicks and James Stom
will officiate. Burial will follow in Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Mrs. Cope, 81, Benton, died Sunday at Marshall County Hospital.
She was a member of Union Hill Church of Christ. Born June 9,
1912, in Marshall County, she was the daughter of the late Lisher
Damell and Lucilla Canup Darnell.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Elaine Starks, Rt. 1, Benton,
and Mrs. Brenda Lovett, Benton; one son, Charles Cope, Rt. 1, Benton; three sisters, Mrs. Lola Dunn and Mrs. Norma Darnell, Bentron,
and Mrs. Lucille Phillips, Livonia, Mich.; two brothers, R.L. Darnell
and Allen Darnell. Benton; eight grandchildren; 13 greatgrandchildren.

Hoy Starks
Services for Hoy Starks were Monday at 2 p.m. at Union Hill
Church of Christ. Jack Phillips officiated. Burial was in Union Hill
Cemetery with arrangements by Collier Funeral Home of Benton.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Kentucky Children's Home.
Mr. Starks, 131. Rt. 1, Hardin, died Saturday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was a member of Union Hill Church of Christ where he had
served as an elder for 14 years. Preceding him in death were one son,
Bill Starks, two infant sons, three brothers and his parents, Walter
and Daisy Pace Starks.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Nova Starks; one daughter, Mrs.
Judith Slaughter, and one daughter-in-law, Mrs. Linda Starks, both of
Hardin; three sisters. Mrs. Melba Suiter and Mrs. Katie Redden. Murray, and Mrs. Earlene Darnall, Hardin; four grandchildren. Jonathan
Slaughter. Jennifer Slaughter and Lori Starks Byrd, Hardin, and Billy
Wayne Starks Jr., Benton; one great-grandchild, Scott Slaughter,
Hardin.

Jacquelyn D. Watson, CPA
Income Tax Preparation • Bookkeeping • Payroll

753-4347
302 A. North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky

Debate rages about whether
Australia was settled or invaded
SYDNEY, Australia (API
Was Australia discovered and
settled by bold pioneers, or conquered and occupied by ruthless
invaders?
The question is at the center of
a textbook debate in Queensland
state between critics of "political
correctness" and educators who
say traditional history books conceal the dark side of Australia's
founding.
The state's new fifth-grade history text advises teachers to call
Britain's colonization an "invasion," since "settlement"
implies whites did not drive Australian aborigines from their land.
Teachers uncomfortable with
"invasion" are told they may
call the coming of the whites a
"non-indigenous occupation"
instead.
The terms "explorer," "pioneer," and "discoverer" were
also struck from the course syllabus because they implied the
country was uninhabited when
the British arrived in 1788.
But State Premier Wayne Goss
has ordered the new terminology
deleted, citing "a world of difference" between the coming of the
British and what most people
consider an invasion.
The move has set off an avalanche of criticism from aborigines, historians and Robert Tickner, the Cabinet minister for
aboriginal affairs.
"This action is denying Australian children the truth about
Australia's history." said educator Percy Knight, executive officer of the National Federation of
Aboriginal Consultative Groups.
Prejudice against aboriginal
people is linked to years of teaching that the East coast of Australia was "discovered" in 1770,
ignoring that the aboriginals had
been there for 40,000 years, Tickner said
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The Queensland Teachers
Union has also endorsed the
textbook.
The United States often faces
the same issue. In 1992 — the
500th anniversary of Christopher
Columbus' first transatlantic
voyage — the country debated
whether to hail him as a heroic
discoverer or lambaste him as a
colonist whose arrival in the New
World led to the deaths of millions of Indians.
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Murray Woman's Club Presents

RAISE-THE-ROOF
DINNER & ROAST

•

Thursday, February 24 • 6:30 p.m.
Curris Center Ballroom 3rd Floor • MSU
••••••

520 per person

—

Proceeds Benefit Murray/Calloway County
Park Renovation Project & The Courthouse
Landscape Beautification Project.
••••• Ow, ••••••

Master of Ceremonies
Bob Valentine

r--ROASTEES
• Mr. Walt Apperson, Publisher Ledger & Tunes
• Ms. Peggy Billington, Director Calloway County Red Cross
• Or, Bob McGaughey, Chairman of Journalism,
Radio/TV Department, WU
Come see their friends and
associates give humorous
detailing stories about each one!

One Lucky Winner
Will Win 5500 Cash!
Must purchase a '10 ticket - no need to be present
•

M. WAYNE
BENNETT

Cash prizes to be given away during dinner.

Bennett Ins.
Services, Inc.
502-759-1880

Tickets available at D.K. Kelley's & Selections
or may be purchased from any Woman's Club member.
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For more information call
Janet Wallis at 489-2186 or Martha Andrus at 753-3862.
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